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Two Five Hundred Dollar

Scholarship

of Psi

Prizes for

Chapters

Upsilon

THE June issue The Diamond published the details of a scholarship
prize of $500.00 offered by an alumnus who does not wish his name
known. This prize was tendered to the fraternity thru Herbert S. Hous
ton, Omega '88, a member of the Executive Council, at the Convention last
May.
Naturally news of this prize was received with enthusiasm at the June
meeting of the Executive Council and a Committee of Awards was appointed
consisting of: Otis E. Randall, Sigma '84, Dean of Brown University;
Thomas C. Esty, Gamma '93, Dean of Amherst College; Percy H. Boynton,
Gamma '97, Professor American Literature, University of Chicago.
After discussing the details of this noteworthy offer of encouragement to
our chapters in the matter of scholarship, Dr. George
Henry Fox, Upsilon
'67, the Dean of the Council, suggested it would be a fine thing if there were
to be an award divided among the chapters that ranked in scholarship in
the upper half, in comparison with the chapters in other fraternities, in their
respective colleges.
Walter T. Collins, Iota '03, Treasurer of the Executive Council, spoke
up and said he, personally, would be pleased to provide such a prize of
$500.00. This offer was received with equal enthusiasm, and the same Com

IN

on Awards was asked to handle this award.
The details concerning these prizes were sent to the chapters under date
of October 2 last by the Committee on Awards, and are reprinted here for
the information of our alumni. Surely the generosity of these two donors
will stimulate our chapters to greater activity in attention to scholarship
during this college year.

mittee

To

the

Chapters

of

Psi Upsilon.

Scholarship Awards
Dear Brothers:
This is to remind you of the two five hundred dollar prizes
be awarded at the close of the present academic year to
chapters of Psi Upsilon which shall meet most successfully certain
specific requirements in connection with scholarship.
The two brothers who by their generous contributions have made it pos
sible to offer these prizes are seeking to stir up among the students in our
various chapters a greater interest in scholarly attainment and to lead them
on to greater and more persistent effort toward the accomplishment of those
things in college which are really worth while. The committee in charge
of the awards are hopeful that the members of the various chapters will
see the importance of this move and will enter into the competition en

which
those

are

to

thusiastically.
3
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The conditions under which the prizes are to be offered are as follows:
1. A five hundred dollar prize is offered to the members of that chapter
of Psi Upsilon which shows the greatest percentage of improvement in its
scholastic standing for the coming year over that of the ^ear just ended,
provided, however, that no member of said chapter has had a failure during
the year. The donors suggest that two hundred and fifty dollars of the prize
should go to the winning chapter without restrictions concerning its use,
and that the remaining two hundred and fifty dollars be used for the
purchase of books for the chapter library.
2. An additional award: The donor is giving 1500 to be divided among
the chapters which during the coming year raise their average standing from
the second half to the first half of the list of fraternities in the various
colleges and universities. For example, if there are thirty fraternities in
your college or university, and your scholarship standing is 20 on the list, if
you get this up to say 14th place or better, your chapter will get part of the
1500, or all, if there is no other winner.
As the donor states, his gift is merely an added inducement to any chapter
for boosting their position from the lower to the upper half of the fraternity
scholarship ratings in the chapter's coUege or university.
Faithfully and fraternally yours,
Otis

E.

Randall, Dean, Brown University
Esty, Dean, Amherst College
Percy H. Boynton, University of Chicago

Thomas C.

Address communications relative
E. H. Naylor, Secretary,
44 Vemon Street,

Springfield, Massachusetts.

hereto,

to:

Dean Otis E.

Dean Thomas C: Esty,
r
Gamma '93

Randall,
Sigma '84

;'�/--4i^v;mis�Kaiii

John Stanley Wiltsie, Delta '21

Alumni Association in

Chicago

Scholarship

Announces Additional

Prizes

President Miller, Munson, Rho '14, announces:
"The ofi&cers of the Alumni Association of Psi Upsilon in Chicago held
a meeting October 18th to decide to what useful purpose a small surplus
existing in the treasury could be put. It was the opinion of all that rewards
for scholarship of chapters and individuals would be the most beneficial.
These will be offered in the six middle western universities where we have
chapters ^Kenyon, Chicago, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota,
as no doubt other regional alumni associations may care to follow the plan
for our chapters in their vicinity.
It was decided that there would be four separate awards, as follows:
1. A very handsome trophy (see illustration elsewhere) to be put up for
competition between the chapters of these six universities. The cup will
be kept in the possession of the chapter for one year which has the highest
relative standing scholastically in its university. The winner's name and the
date is to be engraved each year. The members of a committee from the
Alumni Association are to act as judges.
2. All Phi Beta Kappa keys awarded to individuals of these six chapters will
be supplied by the Association.
3. The choice of a Dunhill pipe or fraternity shield will be awarded to the
man in each of the three upper classes of each chapter showing the greatest
improvement in scholarship over the preceding year, along with improvement
in usefulness to his chapter.
4. The choice of a Dunhill pipe or fraternity shield will be made to the man
in each freshman class who has proven of greatest usefulness to his delega
�

�

tion and chapter during the year.
No man will receive more than one award. The winners in group three
and four are to be determined jointly by the head of the chapter and the
alumnus representative for each chapter.
a
These awards will be given annually, and it is hoped will stimulate
great deal of friendly and beneficial competition.
It is the sincere hope of the Alumni Association in Chicago to broaden
as this; our
its membership considerably with a constructive purpose such
a prepaid ticket for the
dues are still five dollars annually (including
Founders Day Banquet). We will hope for a greatly increased membership
of work, but help to develop
to enable us not only to do more of this type
interest in the activities of our nearby chapters with
in the alumni a

greater

which they are so apt to get out of touch.
-nrr
j
j
in
The regular weekly luncheons are still being held every Wednesday
is
it
over
is
summer
the
hoped
Room 104 at the LaSalle Hotel. Now that
is more than
that many more of the brothers will start to drop in,� everyone
Thomas P. Mehlhop, Phi 19.
welcome."
Secretary

CHAPTER

SCHOLARSHIP

RECORDS

suggestion of the Executive Council, the Diamond will publish
information received relative to the comparative
our chapters, scholastically.
This will show the ranking of
of
standing
our chapters in their respective institutions, giving the comparison with the
other fraternities located at the same college or university. Nearly every
institution uses a different system of grading but the comparative standings

AT

the

in the future all

are,

of

course,

relative.

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
Record

of

the

Grade

Hank

Pta.

Major

Winter

Kappa Sigma
Sigma Chi

3.342
2.846.
2.933
2.991.
3.061.
3.229.
2.598.
2.428
3.000
2.492.
2.525.
2.881.
2.750.
2.845.
2.436
2.612.
2.772.
2.603.
2.237.
2.456
2.603
2.388.
1.728.
2.265.
2.456.
2.170.
2.043
2.724.
2.033
2.202.
2.446.

Less than three quarters
Alpha Phi Alpha

2.000.

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
3L

Per.

for

the year 1927�1928

taken

Fraternity
Autumn

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
2L
22.
23.
24.
25.

Fraternities

Undergraduate

Tau Sigma Omicron
Pi Lambda Phi
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Zeta Beta Tau
Acacia
Tau Delta Phi
Lambda Chi Alpha

Delta Upsilon
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Chi Psi
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Phi Pi Phi
Psi Upsilon
Delta Chi

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Alpha Delta Phi
Delta Tau Delta
Phi Sigma Delta
Phi Delta Theta
Phi Gamma Delta
Phi Kappa Sigma
Sigma Nu
Phi Beta Delta
Kappa Nu
Alpha Sigma Phi
Beta Theta Pi
Alpha Tau Omega
Phi Kappa Psi
Delta Sigma Phi

3.365
.3.031.
2.981
.2.930.
.3.129.
.2.683.
.2.857.
2.922
2.804
.2.983.
.2.637.
.2.557.
.2.755.
.3.008.
2.830...
.2.846.
.2.698.
.2.473.
.2.685.
2.688...
2.606
.2.490.
.2.823.
.2.030.
.2.197.
.2.673.
2.377
.2.341.
2.626.
.2.237.
.2.252.

....

..

.

....

..

..

..

..

....

.

.

..

.

.

..

..

..

..

..

.

.
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.

.

.
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.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

,

..

..

.

,

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

..

.

..

..

.

.

..

.

.1.916
6

.

..

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

....

..

.

..

.

..

.

.

..

....

Year

Spring

.

.

.

.

.

Grade
for
Year

.2.881.. ..3.167
.3.396.. ..3.089
.3.442.. ..3.047
.2.966.. ..2.962
.2.601.. ..2.945
.2.785. ..2.908
.3.245.. .2.880
.3.226.. .2.859
.2.707.. .2.833
.2.821.. .2.758
.2.978.. .2.732
.2.725.
.2.726
.2.535.. .2.678
.1.955.. .2.665
.2.767.. .2.662
.2.543.. .2.659
.2.391.. .2.634
.2.670.. .2.585
.2.824.. .2.555
.2.518.. .2.554
.2.454. ..2.548
.2.802. ..2.547
.2.815.. ..2.495
.3.380.. ..2.473
.2.714.. ..2.465
.2.417.. ..2.417
.2.852. ..2.406
.2.094.. ..2.383
.2.125.. ..2.252
.2.229.. ..2.222
.1.848.. ..2.200
.

.

.

.

.

Kappa Alpha

B-..
B-..
B-..
C...
C...
C...
C
C
C
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

Psi

Average

Membership
per

Qt.

,.11
..17
..23
..28
8
..25
19
22
23
17
12
18
34
13
19
24
11
20
21
22
..

'.'.'.'.'.U

13
14
10
12
26
18
24
15
20
10
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

Record
Rank

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9,
10.

11,
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
2L
22
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

of the Undergraduate Fraternities, Spring Quarter,

Fratemity

Grade

Tau Kappa Epsilon
Pi Lambda Phi
Kappa Nu
Lambda Chi Alpha
Delta Upsilon
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Zeta Beta Tau
Tau Sigma Omicron
Alpha Tau Omega
Phi Delta Theta
Chi Psi
Phi Beta Delta
Sigma Nu
Tau Delta Phi

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Phi Pi Phi

Alpha Sigma Phi
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Phi Sigma Delta
Acacia
Alpha Delta Phi
Psi Upsilon
Phi Gamma Delta
Phi Kappa Sigma
Beta Theta Pi
Delta Tau Delta
Kappa Sigma

Delta Sigma Phi
Phi Kappa Psi
Delta Chi
Sigma Chi
Note: The scale of grades

BBBBBC
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
G
G
C
C
G
C
G
G
C
C
C
C
G
C
G
CCis A,

Grade

Points per
members
pledges

Major
all

1928

No. Graded
members pledges

3.500. ...3.052
3.442
24.... 4
3.526.
.2.833.
.3.396.
.18.
.4
3.744.
.2.666.
.3.380
8.
.4
2
3.283
2.000
3.245
21
1
1
3.315.
.2.526.
.3.226.
.24.
.3
! !l
2.863
4.666
2.978
14
1
1
3.181.
.0.888.
.2.966.
.29.
.3
0
.2.986
2.444
2.881
14
3
3
3.000.. ..2.322.,.. 2.852.... 19.... 6
3
2.966.
.1.100.
.2.824.
.21.
0
.2
3.162. ...0.666.... 2.821.... 19.... 3
0
2.761.
.3.111.
.2.815.
1
.16.
.3
2.717.
.4.000.
1
.2.802.
.14.
.1
2.785
1
2.785.... 27
2.669.
.3.666.
.19.
.2
1
.2.767.
2
3.130.
.1.485.
.2.725.
.19.
.6
1
2.703.
.2.800.
.2.714.
.14.
.2
2
2.615.
.4.000.
.2.707.
.27.
.2
.3
0
2.752.
.2.000.
.2.670.
.23.
0
3.125.
.0.352.
.2.601
9....1
0
.1
2.539... .2.666... .2.543.. ..28.
37
2.535
2.535
.4
2
.25.
.2.518.
2.468.
.2.857.
2
.5
.2.454.
.19.
2.597.
.1.739.
0
.1
.2.417.
.29.
2.477.
.0.666.
2.391.... 11
2.391
0
.2
.2.229.
.23.
.1.333.
2.311.
2
.18.
.4
.2.125.
.2.173.
2.114.
2
.26.
.7
.2.094.
.1.857.
2,157.
.4
3
.11.
.1.955.
1.759.
.2.500.
1
.4
.10.
.1.848.
.0.875.
2.272.
B, C, D, and F with corresponding grade points
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6, 4, 2, 0, -2.

COLUMBIA COLLEGE OF COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
Report of Interfraternity Council on

Scholarship Rating for Academic
B+

1.

Sigma

1927-1928
Alpha Mu

B

�

3.

.,

,

X,

.,

Alpha Epsilon

Year 1927-1928
1926-1927
Tau Epsilon Phi
Phi Delta Mu

2. Zeta Beta Tau

Sigma Alpha Mu
T,-

Pi

Tau Delta Pi
Delta Beta Phi

Alpha Epsilon Pi
4. Pi Lambda Phi

Zeta Beta Tau

5. Tau Delta Phi

Pi Lambda Phi

6. Beta
B�

Sigma Rho

7. Delta Beta Phi
8. Phi

Sigma Delta

9. Delta Psi

Pledges
eligible
2
3

S^P^L^^^"
Beta Sigma Rho
Theta Delta Chi
Delta Psi

8
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College Average
Delta
11. Beta Theta Pi
12. Alpha Sigma Phi
10.

Alpha Phi

13. Theta Delta Chi

Phi Sigma Kappa
Phi Sigma Delta
Theta Xi
Alpha Sigma Phi

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Chi

G+ 14. Phi Kappa Sigma
15. Delta

UPSILON

Upsilon

16. Theta Xi

Alpha Phi Delta
Phi Kappa Psi

17. Delta Phi

Zeta Psi

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Beta Theta Pi

Sigma Nu
Phi Gamma Delta
Phi Sigma Kappa
Phi Kappa Psi

Delta

Upsilon

Delta Tau Delta
Phi Gamma Delta

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Phi Kappa Sigma
Alpha Delta Phi
Psi Upsilon

Zeta Psi
Alpha Delta Phi
Psi Upsilon
Phi Delta Theta
Sigma Chi
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Delta Chi

Phi Delta Theta

Delta Chi
Sigma Nu
Delta Kappa Epsilon

30. Delta Tau Delta

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
1927-1928
Fraternity

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Alpha Kappa

Lambda

Beta Theta Pi
Delta Sigma Tau
Phi Gamma Delta
Sigma Mu Sigma
Tau Delta Phi
Delta Alpha Epsilon
Theta Alpha
Kappa Delta Rho
Phi Kappa Sigma
Delta Phi
Phi Epsilon Pi
Acacia
Phi Delta Theta
Delta Upsilon
Tau Kappa Epsilon

Triangle
Phi Pi Phi
Zeta Beta Tau
Theta Delta Chi
Zeta Psi
Chi Tau
Theta Kappa Nu
Delta Chi
Sigma Phi Sigma
Alpha Lambda Tau
Omicron Alpha Tau

Second Semester

First Semester

3.788
3.547
3.518
3.494
3.460
3.415
3.413

3.956
3.655
3.408
3.473
3.297
3.076
3.242
3.219
3.205
3.064
3.304
3.265
3.291
3.361
2.879
2.945
2.988
3.300
3.196
3.118
2.997
3.105
3.103
3.058
3.050
3.068
3.265

3.366
3.345
3.341
3.338
3.325
3.317
3.294
3.293
3.291
3.279
3.270
3.2673
3.2671
3.263
3.249
3.240
3.2399
3.2896
3.231
3.218

Gain

Loss

.168
.108
.110
.021
.163
.339
.171
.147
.140
.277
.034
.060
.026
.067

.414
.346
.291
.030
.071
.149
.266
.144
.137
.181
.189

.163
.047

THE

DIAMOND

Fraternity

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
4L
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
5L
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.

63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

First Semester

Gain

3.080
3.122
3.136
3.350
2.939
3.204
3.121
3.090
2.965
3.237
3.229
3.007
3.180
3.998
3.129
3.148
3.232
2.718
3.116

.135
.083
.068

3.083
2.838
2.969
3.124
2.743
3.139
2.961
3.102
3.084
2.722

3.121
3.104
3.0834
3.0832
3.077
3.074

3.066
3.052
3.027
3.018
3.000
3.000
2.994
2.983
2.978
2.925
2.922
2.821
2.652

sgna

Alpha

9

UPSILON

3.215
3.205
3.2043
3.2042
3.1952
31950
3.193
3.192
3.191
3.186
3.1829
3.1821
3.171
3.169
3.168
3.154
3.141
3.1345
3.1344
3.132
3.129
3.125

Beta Sigma Psi
Alpha Delta Phi
Sigma Pi
Theta Nu Epsilon
Beta Kappa
Theta Xi
Theta Chi
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Alpha Sigma Phi
Beta Psi
Phi Mu Delta
Alpha Tau Omega
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Delta Tau Delta
Delta Sigma Phi
Pi Kappa Phi
Pi Kappa Alpha
Sigma Delta Rho
Chi Phi
Chi Psi
Tau Epsilon Phi
Delta Sigma Lambda
Sigma Alpha Mu
Theta Kappa Phi
Psi Upsilon
Delu Kappa Epsilon
Phi

PSI

Second Semester

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Alpha Chi Rho
Phi Kappa Psi
Theta Upsilon Omega
Kappa Alpha Psi
Phi Kappa Tau
Lambda Chi Alpha
Sigma Nu
Cosmopolitan
Delta Alpha Pi
Sigma Chi
Phi Kappa
Phi Sigma Kappa

Kappa
Alpha

OF

2.902
2.975

.146
.256
.009
.072
.102
.226
.051
.046
.175

.009
.171
.039
.006
.091
.416

.018
.049
.291
.156
.003
.361
.056
.122
.025
.010
.344
.154
.052

.m
.063

3.142

3.063
2.948
3.210
3.119
2.851
2.879
2.878
3.095
2.523

Loss

.052
-216
.136

.127
.046
.044
.2/4
.129

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

Scholarship Record

1927-28

1926-27

Acacia

Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
Alpha

Chi"

Rho. (Alpha Beta Phi)
Delta Phi
Kappa Lambda (Cygnus)
Phi Alpha
Phi Delta
Phi

Sigma
Tau Omega

Beta Theta Pi

AVG.

RANK

72.7
71.1
71.9

27
48
dO

73.8

/t

72.2
72 6

28

du

' "� '
-_

69.8
70.4

s/

M

AVG.

72.4
70.2
76.7
75.5
77.6

72.61
70.45
75.2
75.3

RANK

48
59
12
21
4
45
58
24
23

10
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1927-28

1926-27

AVG.

Chi Phi (Monks)
71.8
Chi Psi
74.5
Concordia
Deha Alpha Epsilon (Delta Alpha Epsilon) .73.2
Delta Chi
75.9
Delta Kappa Epsilon
71.5
Delta Phi (Kappa Beta Psi)
69.8
Delta Sigma Phi
71.8
Delta Tau Delta
70.6
Delta Upsilon
70.4
74.1
Hermitage
79.2
Kappa Delta Rho (Chyron)
Kappa Nu.
76.3

Kappa Sigma
Lambda Chi Alpha
Omega Psi Phi
Phi Beta Delta (Omicron)
Phi Delta Theta
Phi Epsilon Pi (Cacique)
Phi Gamma Delta
Phi Kappa (Richard)
Phi Kappa Psi
Phi Kappa Sigma
Phi Kappa Tau (Phi Tau)
Phi Mu Alpha
Phi Mu Delta (Argo)
Phi Sigma Delta
Phi Sigma Kappa
Pi Kappa Alpha (Phylon)
Pi Kappa Phi (Gamma Sigma)
Pi Lambda Phi (Brfiatrika)
Psi Upsilon

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Alpha Mu (Masama)
Sigma Chi
Sigma Delta Sigma
Sigma Nu
Sigma Phi
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Pi (Beta Phi Delta)
Sigma Zeta (Delta Tau Upsilon)
Square
Tau Delta Phi (Pyramid)
Tau Epsilon Phi (Taumen)
Tau Kappa Epsilon (Peers)
Theta Chi (Eremites)
Theta Delta Chi
Theta Kappa Nu (Kappa Epsilon Pi)
Theta Xi (Eng.)

Triangle (Quad L) (Eng.-1927)
Trigon
Zeta Beta Tau
Zeta Psi

Average

;

.

.

.

RANK

AVG.

38
17

75.1
73.37
78.5
74.68
75.65
72.5
76.2
72.56
70.8
73.43
71.14
76.86
75.63
71.6
70.6
74.73
74.93
73.3
73.67
76.91
71.3
73.0
67.2
74.65
73.5
76.5
77.4
77.5
74.2
71.4
77.8
72.9
72.94
73.55
75.65
76.6
70.48
75.4
71.9
76.84
74.76

13
57
22
49
11
29

23
9
45
56
37
61
52

18
1
7
58
41
2
42
43
13
40
46
60
33
39
6
32

RANK

25
40
2
31
18.5
47
16
46
55
39
53
10
20
50
56
30
27
41
36
9
52
42
61
32
38
14
7
5
33
51
3

69.4
71.7
78.4
71.7
71.5
75.1
71.8
71.4
68.5
72.1
71.8
76.3
72.1
72.0
75.5
70.1
69.3
77.5
70.3
74.6
73.1
71.5
72.0
72.8
76.0
72.2
72.3
74.6
77.3
74.1
71.2
74.8

3
54
16
24
44
35
26
8
31
29
15
4
19
47
14

70.99
75.71
77.38

54
17
8

73.6
77.2
70.9
75.9
75.0

22
5
49
10
13

74.94
74.88
69.4
76.48
77.42

26
28
60
15
6

73,9
75.4
72.8
72.8

20
12
25

73.74
78.8
74.0
74.13

35
1
34

34
11
55

59

44
43
37
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All Men

73.98

74.78
73.42

All Fraternities
All Independent Men

75.03
75.66
74.70

Entire University
All Fraternities and Sororities
AU Independents
Scale 1914-15 to 1922-23
B�85
D�40
G�70

74.13
76.10

General Fraternities
Professional Fraternities
For 1927-28

Averages

A� 100

11
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E�0

A� 100

Scale 1923-28
D�50
B�85
C�70

E�0

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
University College of Arts and Pure
College of Engineering
The

Standing of Fraternity

Science

Members in

Scholarship

1927-1928

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Average Percentage
Engineers

Members

Fraternity

College

Kappa Nu
Phi Beta Delta
Phi Sigma Delta

Kappa Sigma
Tau Epsilon

Phi
Pi Lambda Phi
Alpha Phi Delta
Phi Gamma Delta
Phi Kappa Tau
Delta Sigma Phi
Delta Chi
Zeta Beta Tau
Zeta Psi
Psi Upsilon
Delta Phi
Pi Kappa Alpha
Delta Upsilon

27
10
24
10
18
37
14
17
9
8
12
30
14

16
5
10
15

Engineers College
1
2
1
18
3
0
4
7
9
5
12
0
6
10
15
13
8

79.64
79.12
77.60
76.88
77.28
76.86
75.12
76.92
74.27
72.06
75.40
74.82
72.52
72.18
72.92
70.34
72.61

94.46
74.50
70.53
77.37
75.60
�

-

79.22
73.68
76.38
80.18
74.76
-

-

76.81
76.22
73.75
75.17
72.40

THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
Scholastic Averages, Second Semester 1927-1928

General

Average
80.17
78.35
77.31
77.20
77.04
76.86
76.03
75.98
75.33
75.18
75.08
74.82
73.81
73.73
73.54
73.07
72.53

are based on
Numerical grades have been discontinued. The scholarship averages
his total number of
obtained
is
dividing
by
student's
A
average
grade point system.
hours.
grade points by his whole number of credit

the

3

2
1
0
1
2

grade
grade
grade
grade
grade
grade

points are awarded for each credit hour of
hour of
points are awarded for each credit
is awarded for each credit hour of
point
is awarded for each credit hour of
point
hour of
point is subtracted for each credit
hour of
points are subtracted for each credit

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
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rating of 3 shows that all grades averaged exceUent, a rating of 2 shows
good, and a rating of 1 an average of fair. Below 1 means below an average
of fair. A minus quantity would mean an average below passing. If, in case of an in
complete, a tentative grade has been given, the student receives the benefit of the
grade points.
Thus

an

average

a

of

Showing the Scholastic Standing of the
Members and Pledges of Fraternities for the

Table
Active

Second Semester 1927-1928
Social Fraternities
Pledges

Actives
RANK

1. Chi Phi
2. Alpha Kappa Lambda
3. Phi Beta Delta
4. Phi Epsilon Pi
5. Sigma Phi
6. Phi Delta Theta
7. Sigma Phi Epsilon
8. Pi Lambda Phi
9. Sigma Alpha Epsilon
10. Alpha Delta Phi
11. Alpha Gamma Rho
12. Triangle
13. Beta Kappa
14. Tau Kappa Epsilon
15. Pi Kappa Alpha
16 Alpha Chi Rho
17. Theta Chi
18. Theta Xi
19. Phi Kappa Sigma
20. Sigma Pi
21. Phi Gamma Delta
22. Sigma Phi Sigma
23. Sigma Chi
24. Delta Upsilon
25. Zeta Beta Tau
26. Acacia
27. Phi Kappa Psi
28. Phi Sigma Delta
29. Delta Sigma Phi
30. Delta Sigma Tau
31. Theta Delta Chi
32. Kappa Sigma
33. Alpha Sigma Phi

Beta Theta Pi
Delta Pi Epsilon
Phi Sigma Kappa
Zeta Psi
Psi Upsilon
Alpha Tau Omega
Sigma Nu
41. Alpha Epsilon Pi

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

NO. AVG.

38.. 1.598
33.. 1.592
24. .1.525
18. .1.511
19. .1.511
24. .1.504
36. .1.503
18. .1.430
41. .1.407
30. .1.402
33. .1.399
33. .1.396
20. .1.386
25. .1.383
42. .1.381
43. .1..377
41. .1.371
23. .1.351
48. .1.344
27. .1.310
39. .1.303
28. .1.302
27.. 1.289
29. .1.280
28. .1.273
20. .1.266
36. .1.264
26. .1.263
24. .1.259
30. .1.250
17. .1.220
36. .1.206
37. .1.165
38. .1.163
37. .1.161
31.. 1.157
18. .1.150
26. .1.139
30. .1.124
32. .1.117
21. .1.109

RANK

1. Triangle
2. Alpha Kappa Lambda
3. Phi Epsilon Pi
4. Sigma Phi Sigma
5. Beta Phi Theta
6. Phi Kappa Sigma
7. Kappa Sigma
8. Delta Sigma Phi
9. Pi Lambda Phi
10. Alpha Gamma Rho
11. Phi Sigma Delta
12. Chi Phi
13. Acacia
14. Pi Kappa Alpha
15. Sigma Nu
16. Delta Sigma Tau
17. Chi Psi
18. Beta Kappa
19. Lambda Chi Alpha
20. Zeta Psi
21. Delta Chi
22. Sigma Chi
23. Beta Theta Pi
24. Sigma Pi
25. Delta Pi Epsilon
26. Alpha Sigma Phi
27. Sigma Alpha Epsilon
28. Delta Tau Delta
29. Phi Sigma Kappa
30. Phi Kappa Psi
31. Sigma Phi Epsilon
32. Zeta Beta Tau
33. Phi Kappa
34. Alpha Chi Rho
35. Theta Chi
36. Phi Pi Phi
37. Psi Upsilon

38.
39.
40.
41.

Theta Xi
Phi Kappa Tau
Delta Upsilon
Theta Delta Chi

NO. AVG.

3. .1.824
9.. 1.651
7. .1.385
7.. 1.296
2. 1.290
3.. 1.289
10. .1.278
15. .1.259
3.. 1.191
11 1.094
8. .1.092
8. .1.050
11. .1.029
11. .1.018
9. ,1.007
9.
.986
6.. .955
7. .908
11
.906
5.
.887
13.
.876
7.
.870
6.
.867
7.
.845
8.
.816
5.
.792
6.. 792
8.
.788
.788
10.
.783
4.
18.
.745
2.
.719
.681
14.
.645
7.
9.
.625
14.
.615
4.. .603
.602
6.
11. .601
7.
:533
9.
.489
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Actives
RANK

42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

NO.

Lambda Chi Alpha
Phi Kappa
Phi Pi Phi
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Chi Psi
Phi Kappa Tau
Delta Tau Delta
Delta Chi
Beta Phi Theta
All

Actives

AU Men

Fratemity Men
Non-Fraternity Men
AU Women

AVG.

26. .1.103
26. .1.075
18. .1.067
32.. 1.064
33.. 1.057
39. .1.030
19.. 1.024
27. .1.000
12.
.738
.

1478. .1.272
1.280
1.259
1.307
1.580

RANK

42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
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Pledges
NO.

Alpha Epsilon

Pi...
Phi Gamma Delta..
Phi Delta Theta....
Alpha Tau Omega.
Phi Beta Delta
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Sigma Phi
Alpha Delta Phi....
Delta Kappa Epsilon
.

AU Pledges

Sorority Women
Non-Sorority Women
A.U Students

.

AVG.

NOTES
OF

The
held

THE

EXECUTIVE

COUNCIL

regular meetings of the Executive Council for this college year will be
the University Club of New York on the second Tuesdays of Novem
ber, January, April, and June. Election of officers will take place at the
November meeting.
Chapter visitations assigned to the members of the Council are as
at

follows :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
IL
12.
13.

Omega
Beta Beta.

Epsilon
Beta
Sigma

Assigned

Brother Houston

Naylor

Phi.

Zeta
Lambda
Kappa
Psi
Xi
Eta
Tau
Omicron

Stevens

Houston, Douglas, and Fox
Hallock
Stevens
Corcoran

Spooner
Corcoran

Naylor
Spooner
.

.

.

and Hallock

Fox
Collins

.

Brothers Babst,
summer

to

Douglas, Houston,

and

Spooner spent

most

of the

abroad.

EDWARD L. STEVENS, CHI. '99
SUCCEEDS EARL BABST AS PRESIDENT
OF THE FRATERNITY
Just as the final forms for this issue of the Diamond are closing, tele
graph information is received stating that at the Council Meeting on Novem
ber 13, Brother Edward L. Stevens was elected to succeed Earl Babst.
Full details will be given in the January issue of the Diamond.
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AT

THE

OMICRON

outstanding contribution made by the Alumni Association of the
Chapter to assist their Chapter this fall is indeed worthy of
Too
much praise cannot be given to E. L. Murphy, '07, their
study.
for
his
President,
untiring efforts. In order that our alumni and under
graduates may give these plans their careful consideration, the Editor re
quested Brother Murphy to put the full story in writing. Many of the
excellent policies might well be adopted by our other chapters with telling

THE

Omicron

effect.

October 15th, 1928.

Mr. R. Bourke Corcoran,
30 N. Dearborn St.,

Chicago,
My

111.

dear Bourke:

In line with your request, I shall try to give you an outline
of the Rushing Plan foUowed at the Omicron (University of Illinois) this
Fall and the Scholarship Plan now being tried out.
Too frequently we have started out with a freshman class of 10 or 12
only to end up in that delegation's Senior year with only 3 or 4 men. The
several effects of such a high mortality need not be gone into since they are
well known to you and everyone charged with chapter guidance.
A check-up of the list of non-graduates showed that by far, the greatest
cause of men not finishing was failure to do satisfactory scholastic work.
Further analysis showed that these failures were due to (1) Scholastic
incapacity for University Work; (2) Poor preparation for College; (3)
Lack of serious effort; (4) Too much extra curricular work.
It was obvious that failures due to Nos. 1 and 2 could be avoided by not
pledging such men and that Nos. 3 and 4 could be controlled by proper
chapter operation and supervision. Scholarship, then, became our shibboleth
both in Rushing and for the year's work.
Rushing really started with Interscholastic last Spring. At that time the
Chapter made contacts with some 40 prospects. During the Summer some
25 were added. The names of all these men, their High Schools and any
other information available, was turned over to me as they were added to
the list.
A letter was then sent to the Principal or Superintendent of the High
School, explaining that the active chapter had indicated an interest in a
certain man or men from that school and that the Alumni Association was

endeavoring to investigate as to character, scholastic ability, personality,
family, interest and activity in the usual high school affairs. A blank
covering these items was enclosed.
The co-operation received from these principals was beyond expectation
and the completeness of the information most surprising. Some of them
even wrote letters in addition, mentioning their own membership in other
fraternities, and commending such care in looking up our men.
With these questionnaires in hand, we were able to rate all these pros
without seeing them, grading them A, B, G, with an
on paper
As a result, we had 22 "A" prospects that could be
occasional -|- or
concentrated upon. Character, ability, etc., having thus been established as
facts in each instance, there was left only the Chapter's view of a man's per
sonality, appearance and general desirability to be determined.
pects

�

�

�

.
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This enabled us to proceed rapidly and surefootedly in extending bids
when pledge hour came around, and 12 men were pledged in the first two
hours, 3 the next day and 1 later on. Every man pledged has behind him a
satisfactory record of scholastic ability and general activity in high school
and a number of them were Honor Students. Whether or not we have in
this way solved Nos. 1 and 2 remains to be seen but the chances are all in
our favor.
Nos. 3 and 4 then claimed our attention as applied to those already in
the Chapter. The fact that a delegation of high grade students had been
pledged was not without its psychological effect on the other classes. A
fuU realization of the unhappy scholastic situation of the previous semester,
plus the freshmen pace-makers, seemed to determine all to live up to their

capabilities.
To make it easier to stick to the books, for those who failed to do so
well last semester, a Study Plan was adopted. The Chapter requires an
average of 3.30 for initiation, although the University requires only 3.00, so
it seemed but reasonable to expect at least 3.00 from everyone. Therefore,
every man with 3.00 or better drew a white card with his name and average
printed on it, while every man below 3.00 got a black card with his name
and average printed on it in white ink. These cards are tacked upon the
doors of the study rooms.
The Chapter then adopted the rule that, regardless of his class, any
man with a black card was required to
stay in his room after 7 P. M. five
nights a week and also that absolutely no visiting could he done after that
hour in a black-card room.
Men with white cards have full freedom,
except that they may not visit in a room with a black card. There being
enough to go around, the plan was given full effect by putting a black card
on each study room door.
There is only one penalty for violation of this
study plan removal from the house.
It is too early to claim results but the entire Chapter has entered into
the plan and is carrying on with such a fine spirit of
co-operation that
certainly a lot, if not all, of the black cards will disappear before the end
of the semester and that wiU mean that the Omicron will be well
up in the
University's Fraternity Scholarship List, where it belongs.
As a precaution that the freshmen may not get careless about
making
the 3.30 required for initiation, they are required to stay in
study rooms
after 7 P. M. five nights a week and no freshman may be called
upon for
errands, except on the specific order of the head of the house. We are
fortunate in having a strong administrator in this job.
Do not think that we have started out to build up a
chapter of "grinds"
far from it. We do feel that every chapter, to be a credit rather than a
detriment to Psi U, should be up in the first quarter or third of the frater
nities in its institution and the Omicron proposes to get into that section
of the column at Illinois as soon as possible. Poor
scholarship is entirely
inconsistent with other Psi U ideals and Psi U prestige.
�

Fraternally yours,
(Signed) E. L. Murphy
President, Omicron of Psi Upsilon
Alumni Association

THE

UNIVERSITY

OF

CHICAGO

OfiBce of the President

The

following letter,

sent out by Max Mason, Rho '98, just
before his resigna
of the University of Chicago became effective, will be of
interest to our readers. It is a splendid story of the University and also gives
some of the progressive and worthwhile ideas
of Dr. Mason on college life
today. Editor.

tion

as

President

�

June 11, 1928
To the Alumni,

Faculty, Trustees, and Friends:

Although the history of the
its traditions and ideals have been

University
so

sound,

of
so

Chicago is relatively brief,
clearly stated, and so closely

followed that its character and distinctiveness among American institutions
are very clear and definite.
Chicago has always been a pioneer. It must
be outstanding or nothing.
There is no reason for its existence as just
another university.

When I came to the University I found the tradition to be that of fresh
vision, of new methods, and of courage. I have felt the truth of this in a
new sense every week.
I believe there is no other institution of
anything
like the magnitude of this University whose component parts are so understandingly united in direction of purpose and spirit of performance. At
its very beginning, a standard of excellence was set by Dr. Harper which
was unique among American universities.
The University expanded its ef
fort and consolidated its position under Dr. Judson, and was roused to new
enthusiasm and effort by Dr. Burton. However emphasis may shift from
decade to decade, the spirit of the work of the University will always be
given by its traditions and ideals of high attainment in creative scholarship.
Chicago believes in scholarship for a purpose, and its effort is to educate
for deeper insight, not to train for the practice of formalisms. There has
never been a place at the University of Chicago for the pedant.
The University performs a dual work of education and research. Its
to find knowledge and to train others to find and to use knowl
Its
ultimate function is to co-operate in the great adventure of
edge.
There is no
a conscious control of the evolution of civilization.
humanity,
Poor education may be worse than none
room for mediocrity in such work.
Research is demanded which is not merely sufficient unto itself, but
at all.
which is vitally significant in the world of reality. We seek to train our
students to a technique of living, to aid them to form a philosophy of life
that they may become eager, active, and happy participators in the work of
the world. Nothing must ever be allowed to interfere with the maintenance
standards of excellence in every branch of work in which the
of the
function is

highest
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It is under no obligation to extend its
engages.
for its existence ceases if it fails to be a leader.

University
reason

effort, but the

subdivision of the fields of knowledge is impossible,
to think of a rough division into four major groups: the physical
sciences, biological sciences, social sciences, and humanities. I shall briefly
review the recent progress in these at the University.

While
it is useful

accurate

The departments in the physical sciences have always been very strong.
Their success imposed a great handicap upon them, particularly in math
ematics, physics, and chemistry. Their staff has been inadequate to care for
the large number of graduate students, and their physical facilities meager
out of all proportion to the importance of the research work which was
being done. New buildings, new equipment, and strengthening of staff has
been made possible by a grant from the General Education Board, and by
the generous donations of George Herbert Jones, Julius Rosenwald, and
Bernard A. Eckhart.
Although addition to the endowment and to the
buildings has been very great, it is still insufficient, and the necessity for
further effort should be clearly felt, for not only does all science rest upon
the foundations established in these departments, but knowledge of the
nature of the universe from which a broad philosophy of life can be gained,
must come from them.
The biological sciences, engaged in the study of living processes, form
the foundation for the clinical work in medicine, and both for themselves
and for their applications in this field, must receive further support and
encouragement. Considerable additions to endowment funds and physical
facilities have been made in the new Clinics Building, and additional space
has been provided for the Departments of Physiology, Physiological Chem
istry, Pathology, Zoology. New buildings have in turn liberated space
for the Department of Anatomy, in which such excellent work has been done
for more than a generation. The Department of Bacteriology and Hygiene
is in great need of additional support both for adequate housing and in
creased income. Some stimulation has been secured in botany but additional
space is greatly needed. Work in the biological science department has been
one of the chief sources of
strength and distinction of the University and
they should be vigorously supported and encouraged. The idea of unity
of location must be kept in mind in order that these departments, in fact if
not

in name, should be

An

a

closely related

group

forming

a

biological

institute.

effort has been made possible in the social sciences
important
at the University.
The social sciences are undertaking a new type of attack
on the problems of human relations.
These groups are pioneering in the
man and are
of
their
study
approaching
problems in the scientific, factmanner.
The
of
scientific
gathering
urgency
approach is great since we are
of
direction
of
a
which
has but recently acquired
facing problems
society
new

the
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control over its physical environment. These new natural forces have
made the world an increasingly complex and dangerous
place in which to
live. The need for understanding of human relations is great since on this
new

understanding only can be built self-mastery and proper direction of social
effort. Such understanding, difficult as the problems now seem, does not
seem
impossible if we look back upon the past difficulties through which
natural science has come to its present orderly concepts of the universe.
What

need now, and this is the actual effort in the social sciences, is a
program of fact-finding, and later we
may expect the large simplicities to emerge. On the basis of presentation
of this program great endowment support has already been secured and a
laboratory building assured. But much is to be done in increase of endow
ment for support of effective work.
we

determined, modest, and continuous

The addition of Wieboldt Hall furnishes a workshop for the students
of modern language.
In addition to this stimulation in the field of the
a
the General Education Board to be expended over
from
humanities, grant
a five-year period has
proved to be a valuable aid in accelerating the work.
New materials have been collected, research assistants appointed, and mem
bers of the Faculty relieved from some of their other duties in order that
they may rapidly complete studies on which they have been engaged. The
Oriental Institute is an outstanding example of productive scholarship in
the field of the humanities. Departments which might concern themselves
with merely passing on the knowledge of various languages have combined
to utilize their techniques in a broad research program which is adding
greatly to the knowledge of the derivation of our civilization and culture.
The individual projects in this field may be looked upon as units in a co
operative program tracing the genesis of our cultural values. It is a matter
of congratulation to the University that the spirit of workers in this field
is

so

thoroughly

scientific.

In keeping with the University tradition of training for deeper insight
instead of preparing for professional activity by training in techniques only,
the professional schools of the University are looked upon as intimately
connected with and growing from the group of fundamental sciences. For
example, the new departments of clinical medicine at the University and
the whole medical effort have been initiated in order that there may be
intimate connection between teaching and research in clinical medicine and
the fundamental sciences which underlie medicine. The same policy is main
tained toward the professional schools growing out of the social sciences.
duties we have to perform is to create in the Uni
One of the

greatest

versity of Chicago a college in which scholarship itself is appreciated by
Dominance of the University by the spirit of
the undergraduate body.
is placed still
performance gives promise for the future as the emphasis
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opportunity and less on compulsion. Interest thrives on respon
and
opportunities for initiative, and in our undergraduate college,
sibility
with the background of creative scholarship given by the graduate schools,
we may well go farther in abandoning any methods which seem to be based
on the assumption that the undergraduate goes to college to resist education.
The American undergraduate shows great interest and energy in his selfmanaged extra-curricular affairs the so-called "student activities." Our
goal will be reached, when, in this sense of the word, the intellectual work
Under such conditions the
of the college becomes a "student activity."
undergraduate college will stimulate and be stimulated by the work in
graduate teaching and research. In graduate work, and in Senior College
as well, students must study subjects rather than take courses.
I believe
that the University of Chicago has the opportunity of abandoning the child
ish game of marks and grades, and emphasizing the fact that education
is fundamentally self-education, and that the University may well be defined
as a set of personalities, capable of inspiring curiosity in students, together
with physical facilities which enable students to satisfy their own curiosity
by their own effort. While appreciable improvement has been produced
in the institution of honor courses, we have still far to go in the direction
of stimulating students to independent interest.
The more able students
in the Senior College may well be allowed participation in minor capacities
in research work of the Faculty. The ideal toward which it is desirable to
work is that of a group of problem-solvers, united in a real fellowship
of learning a group comprised of both Faculty and students participating
in the solution of problems as their abilities allow, the students inspired to
obtain knowledge because of their interest in the application of knowledge
and technique which they see around them.
The question of the physical separation of the Junior College and the
rest of the University has been much discussed.
I do not feel that the
question is, in reality, very important. Constant study and improvement of
Junior College work at the University of Chicago is indicated. Junior col
leges which are established throughout the country have a threefold aim:
to finish the education for
many students, to prepare others for senior college,
and to participate in adult education.
It is, I believe, clear that able
teachers will not be directed to this work in numbers sufficient to perform
these functions successfully. The transition from
preparatory school to the
University is a violent one, and I believe that a great contribution to
American education may be made by the University of Chicago by care
fully studying its Junior College work and in preparing students in the
Junior College so that they may enter Senior College with a broad acquaint
ance with the main fields of
knowledge and a training in independent thought
sufficient to enable them to study subjects rather than to take courses in
more

on

�

�
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It is the desire of Trustees, Faculty, and alumni to maintain close rela
tions between alumni and the University which are based upon substantial
values. I hope that alumni will keep permanent relationship with the Uni

versity by continuing their education after they leave with the help of the
University, and most important of all that the alumnus will be identified
with the University by continuing the method of thought which he learned
Life is a continual combination of learning and doing.
in college years.
The student should both learn and perform in the university years, and he
should both perform and keep on learning after he leaves. The institution
should be at his command and his intellectual service throughout his life.
Unless re-organization of the alumni groups proceeds with such foundation
and reality, it is useless to promote it. There is every opportunity to pro
mote the participation by alumni in the intellectual purposes of the Uni
versity.
The University of Chicago is most fortunate in its body of Trustees,
These groups are remarkable in their spirit of frank,
as well as its Faculty.
sincere, and friendly co-operation. The Trustees are a devoted body of
eminent citizens who at great personal sacrifice in time and energy insure
the success and stability of the institution.
The continued increase in efficiency of the University of Chicago is
dependent upon its financial support, a large amount of which must come
from the community in which it exists. This support cannot be obtained
by pressure, but must come naturally and willingly as a result of the under
standing on the part of citizens of Chicago of the aim and purposes of the
University. The Citizens' Committee, under the chairmanship of Mr. B. E.
Sunny, exists for the furthering of this understanding and, through its
agency, recognition and appreciation of the University in the city have
greatly increased.
Chicago is a great University. It is free, vigorous, and real. My as
sociation with its members ^Trustees, Faculty, alumni, and students ^has
been a vivid experience of fellowship in effort. I leave Chicago with great
personal regret, but with rich and happy memories, with enthusiasm for
its character, and complete faith in its future.
�

�

Sincerely,
Max Mason

ANNOUNCED

PLEDGES

BY

OUR

CHAPTERS

ready reference and information of our alumni and active
chapters, the Diamond will, hereafter, publish the list of all pledges
issued by our chapters, in a special section apart from the regular
chapter communications.

FOR

the

TEETA�Union

College

Class of 1931
Herman Henry Schierloh, Jr

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Qass of 1932

Gordon Bennett
John Hamilton Fassett
James Alexander Foote
George Haviland Hagadorn, Jr
William Martin Ham
Frederick Eugene Potter, Jr
Edward Charles Riley
Lorenzo Johnson Swan
WiLUAM Henry Whelpley

Hartford, Conn.
Elmira, N. Y.
Port Henry, L. I.
Albany, N. Y.
Schenectady, N. Y.
Elmira, N. Y,
Schenectady, N. Y.
Elmira, N. Y.
Rochester, N. Y.

DELTA�New York

University

Qass of 1931
Edward Sawtell
Robert Tillitz
John Greenfield

New York

City
Elmhurst, L. I.
St. Paul, Minn.
Class of 1932

Lewis R. Buckley
Verne Byrne
Richard Crider
H. Paul Currie
Fletcher S. Downs
William Dunn
George Frost
Eugene Gerlach
Andrew Lebert
Cecil Loveless
Edwin MacArthur
Russell McShane
Robert Nelson
Taylor Ogden
James Palmer
Roland Roche

Cambridge, N. Y.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
Mount Vernon, N. Y.
Yonkers, N. Y.
East Orange, N. J.
Oneida, N. Y.
New York City
Bellvue, Pa.
Flushing, L. I.
Lenox, Mass.
New York City
Brooklyn, New York
Yonkers, N. Y.
Mount Vernon, N. Y.
Glen Falls, N. Y.
Mount Vernon, N. Y.
GAMMA�Amherst

College

Class of 1932

Sewall DuBois Andrews
George Burton Gumming
Nathanial Drake
Robert Blakesley Greenough

510 Groveland Avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.
286 Reid Avenue, Crestwood, N. Y.
107 Durand Road, Maplewood, N. J.

Profjit, Va.
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Thomas Olney Greenough
Patrick Healey, 3rd
Gardiner Cropper Klein
George Burrous Kline
Everett Orr, Jr
Douglas Robinson Plunkett
Albert Rheem
Charles Horton SMrrn
Dean Wright Smith
William Thomas Stewart, Jr
Stewart Wilder Wells, Jr
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Profit, Va.
2580 Eccles Avenue, Ogden, Utah.
29 Van Riper Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.
1301 East Ganton Street, Jackson, Mich.
1138 Ocean Avenue, Brooklyn, N. J.
30 Park Street, Adams, Mass.
mo Elk Street, Franklin, Pa.
19 4th Avenue, Warren, Pa.
1114 West Washington Ave., Jackson, Mich.
47 Vanhauten Avenue, Passaic, N. J.
ll Dell Place, Minneapolis, Minn.

ZETA

�

Dartmouth

College

Class of 1931

Henry William Alton, Jr
Stiles Wilton Burr
Leonard Johnson Clark
Donald Babcock Cruikshank
Robert Vernon Dilley
John Joseph Goodwillie
William West Grant, hi
Feodor Andrew Harms
Rodney Neville Hatcher
Frank Wilson Hayes
George Firstbrook Hetfield
Frank Eppeus Hodson
Hawley Jacquith
Charles Skeffington McAllister, Jr
Milburn Gray Magee
William Edwin Palmer
Robert Bushnell Ryan
James Wallace Thorsen

,

John Jefferson Wolcott, Jr
Willard Clayton Wolff
KAPPA

�

Bowdoin

New York City
Evanston, Illinois
Newton Highlands, Mass.
Ottawa, Ontario
Cleveland Heights, Ohio
Chicago, Illinois
Denver, Colorado
Brooklyn, New York
Washington, D. C.
Montclair, New Jersey
Plainfield, New Jersey
Glen Ridge, New Jersey
Wyoming, New Jersey
Springfield, Mass.
Los Angeles, California
Los Angeles, California
Chicago, Illinois
Bronxville, New York
Kansas City, Missouri
Brooklyn, New York

College

Class 1932

Newtonville,

Philip G. Ahern
John P. Barnes, Jr
Dura Shaw Bradford
Roger B. Buffington
Gordon Agustus Clark

John Greighton, Jr
Donald M. Dana
Edwin F. Estle
Stephen A. Lavender
Richard C. Mullin
Frederic J. Purdy
George T. Sewall
Donald Sloan
Morrill M. Tozier

�

-Old Town, Maine

Swmnpscott, Mass.
Portland, Maine
PSI

Wn-LiAM Franos Christiana
George Vail Edwards
Elbert Lamasure Van Orsdell

Mass.

LaGrange, IlL
Portland, Maine
Fall River, Mass.
Houlton, Maine
Thomaston, Maine
Ridgewood, N. J.
Brookline, Mass.
Thomaston, Maine
LaGrange IU.
i^lorth Weymouth, Mass.

Hamilton College
Glass of 1931

�

^6 Fairview Ave., Hudson, N.Y.
^737 Popham Ave New York
511 Union Street, Hudson, N. Y.

Ci^
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Glass of 1932
Robert Nelson Ashmead
Marion Noble Bates
Leland Kennedy DeSormo
Robert Carmer Ohman
Arden Lionel Skinner
Robert Speer Watt
Albert Kirk White
William Alexander Woodcock
John Francis Van Deventer
Frederick Jessup Moore
George Russel Torge
XI

87-44 167th Street, Jamaica, N. Y.
405 North Madison St., Rome, N. Y.
65 Fort Covington St., Malone, N. Y.
56 Broad Street, Lyons, N. Y.
870 Lancaster Ave., Syracuse, N. Y.
1320 Denniston Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
743 Third Ave., Troy, N. Y.
843 Maryland Ave., Syracuse, N. Y.
238 Ayirigg Ave., Passaic, N. J.
380 Hawthorne Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.
42 Donaldson Road, Buffalo, N. Y.
�

Wesleyan University
Glass of 1932
Lake Forest, III
New York City
Palm Beach, Fla.
Hartford, Conn.
So. Glens Falls, N. Y.
Cambridge, Mass.
Everett, Mass.
Brockton, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.
East Orange, N. J.
Fall River, Mass.
Portland, Conn.
Montclair, N. J.
Stamford, Conn.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Longmeadow, Mass.
Troy, N. Y.
Dunkirk, N. Y.
PhUadelphia, Pa.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

James R. Addington
John J. Adriance
Guerdon H. Bacon
George G. Bent
Kenneth Van W. Craw
Reginald H. Dabney
Kenneth E. Davis
John E. Dee
Paul A. Hamei
Curtis W. Harned
Albion G. Hart
William J. O'Brien
Henry H. Parker
Philip R. Piper
Russell W. Rome
Arthur C. Salmon
Lewis A. Seybolt
Charles A. Stone, Jr
Kenneth L. Travis
George R. Vila
John F. VanVranken

,

From the Class of 1931

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Horace A. Kelly

IOTA

Kenyon College

�

Glass of 1930

John V. Cuff
John Ogden Herron

3529 Vista

Napoleon, Ohio
Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio

Class of 1931
107

Walter Albert Besecke, Jr
Selvtyn Prichard Jenkins
Fred Roy Kanengeiser, Jr
Richard Collins Lord, Jr

High Drive, Martin City, Mo.
McMinnville, Ore.
Poland, Ohio
Gambier, Ohio

Class of 1932
Baird Broomhall Coffin
Nathaniel Belknap Guff
Francis Ginn
Robert Taylor Knight

Ohio
Ohio
"Moxahela", Gates MUl, Ohio
1307 Bennington Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Troy,
Napoleon,

the
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Arthur James McBurney
George Knoke Meyer
Roger James Price
William Walter Speer, Jr
Robert Johnson WnrrE
James Robert Kanengeiser
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604 Wildwood Ave.,

Jackson, Mich.

264 Sheridan Road, Winnetka, III.
3546 Nottingham Road, Detroit, Mich.
629 Noyes St., Evanston, III.
.86 W Marion St., Mt. Gilead, Ohio

Poland, Ohio
PHI

�

University of Michigan
Class of 1930

Toledo, Ohio

Sprague Gardiner
Glass of 1931

Detroit, Mich
Detroit, Mich

Frank Munger, Jr
Edward Smith

Class of 1932

Jack Anderson

Arbor, Mich.
Arbor, Mich.
Detroit, Mich.
Detroit, Mich.
Jackson, Mich.
Detroit, Mich.
Chicago, III.
Hewlett, Long Island, N. Y.
Savannah, Georgia
Edwardsville, III.
Jackson, Mich
Ann
Ann

.-

.

Edward Barrett
Donald M. Chaffee
Dwight Dickinson
Rayner Field
Robert Garrison
Edward Hayden
Jarvis S. Hicks
Remer Y. Lane
George W. Meyer, Jr
Neal Potter

,

OMEGA

�

University of Chicago

Glass of 1932
Fred George Adams
Edward Cameron Baker
John Addison Price Bell
Robert Allen Hoagland
Frank Raymond Howard
Chester William Laing, Jr
Bertram Griffith Nelson, Jr
Arthur Carroll O'Meara, Jr
Randall Vernon Ratcliff
Stoddard John Small
Paul Stagc

^^SpJ-

'"�''

|Lrfov;

,

6617 Stewart Ave., Chicago
6920 Constance Ave., Chicago
5615 Kenwood Ave., Chicago
8^1 ^. East Ave., Oak Park, III.
919 N. Humphrey Ave., Oak Park, III.
5723 Dorchester Ave., Chwago
5714 Dorchester Ave., Chicago
9115 S Robey St., Chwago
7640 Phillips Ave Chicago
^"�

^IK.��^
^"^J' f^'^%^'
5539 Kenwood Ave., Chicago

�'' ' � �����'�

T.�^- y.. ::::::.::::::

: : :'"�';

Zk m.
.'SrcSiS-SS
p..

Howard Hazen Wilson

PI

�

s�,

�...

�^c�=�.

Syracuse University
Class of 1930

Hollyzvood, California

Glenn Trimbel

Class of 1931

�George Eaton
WH.LIAM F. Erhabdt, Jr
Robert Fuelhart
Frank T. Miller
Charles C. Moody
Christian F. Mueller

^"l^n^fL^'Pa
fX ,�r' ?��
-SymcZ N Y
N Y
ll^cTse
/
/
'

;
^.
�'^"^'^ ^"^'

^

^^- �'�
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..Patterson, N. J.
Binghamton, N. Y

Samuel Simmons
Edward L. Sharp
Edwin B. Winkwoeth

Syracuse, N. Y.
Class of 1932

Elmira, N. Y.
Skaneateles, N. Y.
New York City, N. Y.
Scarsdale, N. Y.

Richard T. Bingham
Russell H. Bockes
Ernest E. Brower
Thomas Bulger
Joseph G. Carroll, Jr
Francis W. Day
James H. Decker
Herbert H. Edelman
Burton Fowler
Harold H. Hills
Milton H. Hollister
William B. Inslee
Elihu Root Kent
Henry R. Miller
William Meck
George Henry Reifenstein
Joseph L. Rohr
Charles M. Streeter
Francis J. B. Spicker
Wilson B. Wight
Milton C. Weiler

Uniontown, Pa.
Y.
N.Y.
Beaver Falls, Wis.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Syracuse, N. Y.

Auburn, N

�

�

�

-Elmira

Waterbury,

Conn.

.Kenwood, N. Y.
Rochester, N. Y.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Harrisburg Pa.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Fairfield, Conn.
Elmira, N. Y.
Astoria, L. I., N. Y.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Buffalo, N. Y.
BETA BETA� Trinity

College

Class of 1931
335

Newton Van Akin Blakeslee

Tennyson Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

Glass of 1932
94-11 55th Avenue, Elmhurst, Long Island
353 Union Avenue, West Haven, Connecticut
St. Luke's Rectory, East Hampton, Long Island
43 Deerfield Avenue, Hartford, Connecticut
69 State Street, Perth Amboy, New lersey
Redding Ridge, Connecticut

William Arthur Boeger
Oswald Balbirnie Graham
William Saville Grainger
Edward Horne Lawton
Urban Chester Ullman
Alexander Sanders Watt
ETA

�

Lehigh University

Class of 1932

Buffalo, N.

Adrian Joseph Allard
Melville Comstock Bingham
Andrew Stephen Butler, Jr
Arthur Douglas Magee
Howard Waite Peabody
Henry Williamson Persons
Robert James Wilson, ii

Y.

Rome, N. Y.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Norwalk, Conn.
East Aurora, N. Y.
Merion, Pa.

OMICRON

�

University of Illinois

Class of 1932
Wn.LiAM Robert Brown
Charles Francis Cockrell
Arthur Pugh Davenport, Jr
Robert Morris Murphy
John Culver Nichols
Varence Thomas Penn

Chicago,
Chicago,
Chicago,
Chicago,
Chicago,
Chicago,

III.
III.
III.
III.

III.
III.
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Wilfred Reeves Johnson
William Marion Rice
Roy Elmer Taylor
Walter Clark Brubaker
Harky John Meyers
Dudley Onderdonk
Leo Borland Varty
Charles Lyman Emrich
Lowell Goodman Groysdale

Tuscola, III.
Tuscola, III.
Normal, III.
Bloomington, III.
Wheaton, III.
Highland Park, III.
Oak Park, III.
Evanston, III.
Kansas City, Mo.

DELTA DELTA� Williams College
Class of 1932

York, N. Y.
Scarsdale, N. Y.

New

William Alexander
James R. Baylis
James R. Boyce, Jr
Arnold J. Green
Richard Heermance
J. Davidson Jenks
Abbot H. Jones
Edward S. Jones
George C. Letchworth
Cornelius Means
Joseph Rowan
Edward P. Ripley, Jr
Jerome H. Searl
Morgan Sargent
Richard T. Sidley
Douglas Thayer

Englewood, N. J.
Providence, R. I.
New York, N. Y.
Cleveland, Ohio
Troy, N. Y.
Troy, N. Y.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
New York, N. Y.
Weston, Mass.
Fayetteville, N. Y.
Quincy, Mass.
..Evanston III.
Yonkers, N. Y.

NU

�

University of Toronto
Glass of 1932

D. S. M. Kerr
Jack Gamble
J. W. MacMillan
Jack Shortly
Herbert Real
S. A. MacDougall
Gordon Taylor, Jr
K. E. Jackson

Brantford, Ont.
Guelph, Ont.

,

,.

Aurora, New York.
Toronto, Ont.
Ottawa, Ont.
Ottawa, Ont.
Toronto, Ont.

.'.
,

,

,

Bridgeburg, Ont.

,

EPSILON Vm-McGill University
Class of 1930

Sherbrooke, Que., Canada

Harry Grundy
James A. Ogilvy

Hamilton, Ont. Canada
Glass of 1931
St. Johns, Que., Canada
Fredericton, N. B. Canada

Gilbert W. Boright
Hanford M. Fowler
Class of 1932
Charles Wesley Davis
Brian R. F. DeChateauvert
WaLiAM M. Murray
John N. Smyth
Charles H. Hickey
William Sellar
Douglas V. Hamilton

Montreal, Que., Canada
Quebec City, Que., Canada
Montreal Que., Canada
Montreal Que., Canada
Montreal, Que., Canada
Montreal Que., Canada
Montreal, Que., Canada

BETA
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SUPPORTING THE HERBERT L. BRIDGMAN
DIAMOND
As

Name

Chas. M. Reeve
G. G. Hegeman
S. 0. Kerruish
J. J. Phelps
C. L. Bailey
Robert L. Luce
L. S. Haslam
George F. Eaton
George H. Nettleton
H. P. Wickes
H. B. Pomeroy
Thomas R. Gaines
Lewis S. Bigelow
T. W. Bowers
P. G. Nicholson
E. B. Pierce
Morris Hadley
Samuel J. Brown
Baxter M. Badham
Benjamin Butterworth
Clement G. Qark
Wallace C. Collins
William F. P. Coxe
Frederick B. DePeyster
Samuel Furgeson, Jr
James C. Greenway, Jr
James E. Hellier
Robert P. Joyce
John S. Laughlin
William McK. Laughlin
Arthur S. Lord
Oswald B. Lord
Francis G. Miller
E. T. Nettleton
James H. Oliver
Charles L. Peet
Sebastian L. Pond
Frederick A. Potts, 2nd
Henry C. Potter
Frederick Rehberger
Paul H. Robinson
Paul D. Ritter
Hiram G. Ross
Charles H. Simmons

of

MEMORIAL FUND
October 15, 1928

Class

Name

Carlos Stoddard
A. V. Stout
G. D. Stout
George V. Vanderbilt
Clyde Brown
William R. Clark
Albert J. Earling
Carl A. Goddard
Henry S. Goodwin
Andrew Gordon
Hannibal Hamlin
Walter S. Hoyt
Philip Ives
William Van D. Lawrence
Huntington McLane
Josiah Marvel, Jr
Andre Maxinow
Henry B. Mosle
John D. Munger
Henry B. Potts
Curon Taylor
Edward R. Wardwell
Joseph A. Wheelock
Donald Rowe Williams
George C. Brooks
Gardnei Brown
Edward C. Childs
Charles W. Cole
John Brockway Goss
G. J. Hamlin, Jr
John S. Harvey
Leslie R. Hicks, Jr
William W. Hoppin, Jr
Francis J. Jones, 2nd
Samuel G. Landoni, Jr
Dudley B. Lawrence, Jr
Joseph T. McCance
John McClellan

1870
1880
1883
1883
1886
1889
1890
1894
1896
1900
1903
1904
1908
1910
1911
1913
1916
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926

Dwight McDonald
Irving H. Peck, Jr
John H. H. Phipps
John P. Satterfield
William B. Scoville
Harold Wetmore Snow
28

Class

1926
1926
1926
1926
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1928
1928
1928
1928
1928
1928
1928
1928
1928
1928
1928
1928
1928
1928
1928
1928
1928
1928
1928
1928

the

diamond

Name

Class

Frederick A. Spencer
Moreau Lawson Stoddard
Edwin Turner Thompson
Oliver M. Wallop
Gordon R. Weaver
G. A. Barnes
C. D. Barnes
D. F. Bradley
Walter Bradley
S. A. Brady
E. M. Brimicombe
J. D. Charlesworth
G. K. Costikyan
R. C. Crisler
P. Curtis
J. W. Douglas

Introducing

of

psi

upsilon

Name

1928
1928
1928
1928
1928
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929

W. D. English
M. Fenton
R. W. Goss
J. H. Graves
A. W. Griswold
G. H. Hardt
C. K. Hubbard
J. S. Niles
E. P. Platt
C. H. Sawyer
G. G. Schroder
L. H. Smith
W. D. Tremaine
G. B. Tweedy
A. Y. Warner
G. W. Wyckoff

29
Class

1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929

1929
1929
1929

Two New Members of the Board of Editors

Snyder, Gamma '28, and Frank Elias,
'24,
Chicago, have joined the volunteers
living
Brother Snyder is as
on the Board of Editors of The Diamond.
sociated with Stone, Webster & Blodgett and Frank Elias is with the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.
As is usual in Psi Upsilon, the work of tthe Board of Editors of The
Diamond is purely a labor of love. The same is true of our National
Secretary and our entire Executive Council; we receive loyal service which
to work for the
money could not buy. These manifestations of willingness
an evidence that they "are" Psi U's and not
is
after
college days
fraternity

BEGINNING

with this issue, J. B.

Theta Theta

now

in

Have you ever noticed how many members of fraternities,
at my college"?
included, have a way of saying "I was a
As psychology teaches us, frequent repetition causes the formation of a habit.
Then we practice it. We want our members to believe and practice that
in Psi Upsilon is merely the foundation for many

"were" Psi U's.
our own

undergraduate membership
years of happy enjoyment and

life in Psi

Upsilon.

REMEMBER

YOUR

FRATERNITY

IN

YOUR

WILL

there is no finer way to make a concrete showing of your
love for the loyal brotherly friendships brought into your life by your
election into Psi Upsilon.

SURELY

Several of our chapters have been the recipients of goodly sized bequests
within the last few years, and it is but fitting that it should ever be so. Like
Some alumni
wise the national fraternity funds might well be included.
had this thought brought to their attention before and perhaps
not think of it as their own chapters were in excellent financial
did
many
condition with their homes free from indebtedness. It is not the purpose of
have

not

fraternity to accumulate vast sums of money, but there are many pieces
good work that could be done if the funds were available. Thus as an
example we could create a loan fund for deserving undergraduates after
their first year, or create scholarships and prizes for scholastic attainments.
the
of

A

SUGGESTED

OF

FORM

BEQUEST

T
JI.GIVE,

devise and

bequeath

Company of the City
the

sum

New

the.

York,

of

inheritance
forthwith

of

to

to

its
.

or

transfer

tax or

duty,

.

successors

.

.

Upsilon Fraternity.

30

.

.

.

and

assigns,

dollars free from

in trust. to pay

the Treasurer for the time then

Council of the Psi

Trust

....

over

the

same

leing of the Executive

COLLEG] ATE

AND

INTERFRATE RNITY

THE
is

subject

an

ever

of deferred

present

one

rushing
in fra

ternity circles. The Purple,
Green, and Gold of Lambda Chi
Alpha cites nine points in its favor
and ten points against it.
Points in Favor

ticular communities.

Knowledge on the part of the
chapters that they must compete on
4.

the campus itself with other frater
nities stimulates them to improve
their own status.
5. Freshmen can judge the fra
ternities better. They become better
acquainted with the several groups.
Fewer misfits.

Development of class spirit
the

freshmen

rushing period.
example.)
*From Banta's Greek

in

the

(Yale cited
Exchange

7.

Freshman

8.

Freshmen will become better

acquainted generally
not being taken into

in
a

college by
fraternity at

once.

A better opportunity to
over the candidates with respect to
character, scholarship, and general
ability. Often impossible in early
rushing for all members to become
acquainted with candidates.
2. A better opportunity to organ
So much to
ize for the campaigndo at opening of college.
3. No summer rushing required.
Rushing done at college, with con
sequent reduction in work and ex
pense. Summer rushing gives special
advantages to fraternities already
established in cities or other par

among

scholarship will be
improved by longer period of proba
tion.
(Dartmouth cited as holding
this.)

preas

an

Freshmen will be stimulated
compete in extra-curricular activ

9.

look

1.

6.

NEWS*

to

ities.

Points

Against

1. The need of the freshman to
obtain help at the start in laying out
his work, etc.
2. Fratemity influence in getting
freshman started right in study
habits. Discipline in conduct should
begin immediately. Bad effect upon
scholarship and morals of sudden
and complete freedom, as contrasted
with preparatory school discipline.
3. Desirability of getting fresh
men early into the houses in colleges
where dormitory accomodations are
inadequate. Rooming houses not
desirable as a rule.
4. Desirability from the frater
nity point of view to catch the
student young, and associate the

fraternity with his early days in col
lege. Makes for loyalty, interest and
discipline. Strengthens the whole
organization.
5. Unsettled conditions during
inactive period upsets college work,
chapter organization, and work, etc.
6.

Violations

of

rushing

rules
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deferred period, intentional
unintentional.
Rules not en
forced. Penalties are haphazard and
accidental.
Imposed by persons

during
and

guilty
posed.
no

of

offenses,

same

Theory

and

or

not

im

practice have

relation.

7. Fraternities that respect the
rules and act in good faith are penal
ized. They lose out in the compe
tition for members to those who
violate the rules.
8.
A long rushing season makes
for bad scholarship for both frater
nity and freshmen. Violations are
inevitable, and the necessity of care
ful planning and execution, in order
to conceal violations makes for still
greater waste of time and energy, and

scholarship is
9. A long

worse.
season

is

Also violations of

expensive.

rushing rules,
off-campus, are

like

ex
entertaining
pensive.
Naturally the application of the
above points will differ in different
institutions according to size, tradi

tions, and circumstances.

It may be
the whole the larger the
college the greater the practical dif
ficulties of quick and early pledging,
and correspondingly also the greater
the difficulties of applying and en
forcing rules agreed upon, and the
greater the likelihood of violations
going undetected and unpenalized.
said that

So far

on

college has worked out
wholly satisfactory system. What
is the answer to the problem?
Is
there any?
no

a

Dr. John Grier

Hibben, president
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of Princeton

University, when speak
before
150
fathers of Princeton
ing
undergraduates, said that the present
education is to teach
of facts as a desire
and ability to think as individuals.
"The essential objective of a college
education," he declared, "is the de
velopment in the individual student
of his potential capacity."

plan

of

not so

college

much

a

set

The War Memorial Tower of the
new Louisiana State
University serves

enduring monumental entrance
the institution. It is the only fea
ture of the campus of any spectacular
height and dominates the entire
as an

to

The campanile was built
campus.
in memory of the members of the

university who lost their lives in the
World War.
The alumni association of the Col

lege of Physicians and Surgeons will
give $128,000 to Columbia Univer
sity. The fund will be held in trust
until, by gifts and accumulated in
terest, it grows to $200,000, when it
will be used to found a professor
ship in pathology.
Each annual catalogue of Bucknell
lists the names of the
patrons, those who have
contributed $1,000 toward the en
dowment fund of the school. The
list includes one Greek letter frater
nity. Delta Sigma, a local founded
in 1899. At the present time twenty
five members of the Bucknell faculty

University
university's

are

fraternity

Western

men.

Reserve

University

has
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been left

one of the
queerest legacies
history a country hotel with a
sulphur mineral spring as its prin
cipal feature. R. Don Reynolds,
graduate of the university, was the
His will provided that his
donor.
Alma Mater be given his pet holding.
Sixteen new scholarships for men
to be given to students wishing to
go to the University of Chicago

in its

�

announced the latter part of
April. These scholarships, endowed
through the kindness of an alumnus
who wishes to remain anonymous,
were

scholarship plan
Scholarship.

inaugurate

a

similar

the Rhodes

to

new

major needs, a Library and a
gymnasium, will be met by the alum
ni of the University of Southern Cal
The

ifornia
in the

the result of their share
university's semicentennial
and endowment program.

as

building

As part of the plans of Yale Uni
versity for the further development
of the religious life of its undergrad
uates, two of twenty eight new courses
in the university and the Sheffield
Scientific School will be religion.
Dean Scott H. Goodnight will
leave the University of Wisconsin
next October to become the executive
head of the faculty of the floating
university. The dean will return to
at the university in the fall
his

post

of 1929.
A

new

educational plan for

a

university college was definitely
adopted by the regents at the Univer
sity of Michigan in April. A com
mittee

was

appointed

to

work out

PSI

details of the
on
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plan to
September 1, 1929.

be effective

A collection of 335 autographed
letters of John Ruskin has been pre
sented to the Library of Columbia

University by
Dodge and Blair

Marcellus Hartley
S. Williams.

The second annual triennial con
ference of the University of Mich
igan aluirmi was held in Chicago last

More than four hundred
alumni returned from every part of
the country.

May.

The new Memorial Chapel at
Princeton University was dedicated
in June. Three years ago work was
started on this structure which is now
completed at a cost of $2,000,000.

The Daily Cardinal, publication
the University of Wisconsin, cele
brated its thirty sixth birthday in
April. A four column, four page
paper, was the nucleus of the present
Daily Cardinal.
at

Ground

was

broken for the

new

mining engineering building at La
fayette, which is to be erected im
The money for this
mediately.
building was donated by John Markle
of the Class of 1880.

President Nicholas Murray Butler,
of Columbia University, announces
sweeping advances in salaries of
teachers and administrative officers
recently. The new schedule went
into effect

July

1.

Under a new five year plan, fresh
at Northwestern University will

men
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attend classes in two fifteen week
periods, Division A entering in Sept
ember and Division B entering the
first fifteen week

period.

One of the largest,
and unique art

most

progres

theaters in
America is the children's theater at
the University of Tulsa, Tulsa, Okla
homa.
This theater is directed by
Josephine Layman Story, Theta
Phi.
of

Bequests

UPSILON

000,000
were

to

approximately $1,-

the

made

of Illinois
the late James G.

University

by

Wenz.
of New York
academic
year
University
1927-28 is 32,452, an increase of
1,842 over last year.
The total

sive,

Alpha

PSI

registration
the

for

A fund of

$1,500,000

for metal

lurgical research has been given to
the University of Wisconsin by the
Steel Founder's Research group of
Milwaukee.

OFFICIAL

ALUMNI REPRESENTATIVES OF THE CHAPTERS
Representative

Chapter
Theta
Dexta
Beta
Sigma
Gamma
Zeta
Lambda
Kappa
Psi
Xi
Upsilon
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.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Address

Dr. G. M. Clowe,
Andrew L. Peterson,
Prof. Edward B. Reed,
H. M. S. Affleck,
Eugene S. Wilson,
Eugene F. Clark,
Archibald Douglas,
Philip W. Meserve,
Dr. Frank H. Wood,
Albert Mann, Jr.,
H. Dean Quinby, Jr.,

Schenectady, N. Y.
N.Y.U., University Hts., New York.
Yale Station, New Haven, Conn.
170 Everett Ave., Providence, R. I.
20 East 76th St., New York, N. Y.
Hanover, N. H.
233 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Brunswick, Me.
Clinton, N. Y.
329 Washington St., Middletown, Conn.
Ill Lincoln Alliance Bldg., Rochester,

Philip T.
Standish

Gambier, Ohio
Burroughs Adding Machine Co.,

New York

Iota
Phi

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hummel,
Backus,

De

troit, Mich.

Omeca
Pi
Chi
Beta Beta
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

...

.

.

.

.

Harley C. Darlington,
Lucius S. Johnson,
Foster M. Coffin,
Major Frank E. Johnson,

329 S. Stone
112 Concord

Theodore G. Visscher,
John C. Bogan, Jr.,
R. B. Hartzell,
Dudley Hopkins Davis,
Walter Gabriel,
Emmet L. Murphy,
A. B. Cornell,

122 E. 40th St., New York, N. Y.
618 Upsal St., Germantown, Phila., Pa.
3961 E. 50th St., Minneapolis, Minn.
106 E. Maine St., Madison, Wis.
703 Syndicate Bldg., Oakland,
Calif.
2219 Tribune Tower, Chicago, IU.

Ave., LaGrange, III.
Place, Syracuse, N. Y.
Willard Straight HUl, Ithaca, N. Y.
106 S. Quaker Lane, West Hartford,
Conn.

Eta
Tau
Mu
Rho
Epsilon
Omicron
Delta DeltrA
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Theta Theta. Patrick Tidmarsh,
R. A. Paul,
Nu
Epsilon Phi
D. P. Gillmor,
.

Blyth, Witter & Co., 120 Broadway,
New York
The Highlands, Seattle, Wash.
1114 Federal Bldg., To/onto, Canada
Rm. 1012, 120 St. James St., Montreal,
Que., Canada
care

ALUMNI

Psi

MEMBERS

ACTIVITIES

Upsilon Alumni Association of Spokane
of Psi

in that

recently
Psi Upsilon

Upsilon Fraternity of Spokane, Washington, met
city and perfected the organization of the Spokane

Alumni Association.
C. A. Bartleson was elected
President and Harold M. Martin, Secretary-Treasurer.
The Association
will meet at noon on the first Monday of every month in the Crescent Men's
Grill. Its purpose is to band together the members of the national fraternity
in Spokane. The members are:
C. A. Bartleson, Hakold M. Martin,
Stanley Baker, Bedford Brown, Jr., William W. Collard, William H.
Cowles, Jr., Joseph Rosslow, E. D. Ham, Henry Bertles, Lawrence C.
Paine, Robert Paterson, Harold Frederick, Ed McConnell, John Pres
cott, NoRVAL Rader.

Psi

Upsilon

Alumni Association

of

Toronto

The opening event of our Fall season was the annual golf tournament
and dinner which was held at the Rosedale Golf Club on September 24th.
Not many brothers were able to get out in time for golf, but about twenty
Officers for the coming year were elected and the
were present for dinner.
same

executive

was

returned, namely

�

President

�

Secretary

^Lorne Firth.

^L. M. Price.
Seymour O'Hara.

�

Treasurer

�

monthly dinner was held at the chapter house on October 7th
twenty-five enthusiastic brothers gathered round the board. From
all appearances, the Nu chapter is getting its second wind, and with a more
active alumni working with the active chapter, the coming term should be
The first

when about

very successful in every way.

We

are

glad

to

report many visits during the

brothers, amongst whom

summer

from

wandering

were:

Brother Madry, Lambda, of University of N. C. on his first visit to
Canada; Brother John Rorison, who always favours us with a call; Brother
Whitman, Upsilon, and Brother Meyers, Omega, who are well-known to
and Mrs. Moore, on their
many of us at the Nu; Brother Moore, Omega
initial trip to Toronto. Brother H. F. Robertson, Nu '23 and Mrs. Robertson

of Pittsburg dropped in on their way home from Muskoka. Brother Ken.
McCrimmon of Rio de Janeiro renewed many old friendships during his
stay at the house.
Some of the younger graduates have seen fit to change their places of
35
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business during the past few months. Bill McLelland is with Wood, Gundy
& Company and covers Kingston and district; Charles Vining has joined an
advertising firm in Montreal; Jack Latchford is now with Stewart, McNair
& Company, brokers; John Tory has completed his course at Harvard and
is going to practice law in Toronto; Paul Copeland is awaiting his call to
the bar; Don Carrick, after his trip to the Olympic games, has gone to
Harvard; Colin Campbell, after a satisfactory summer at Bulford Camp,
England, has resumed the grind at Osgoode; Don. Farquharson, who
journeyed away down to his home in Jamaica for the summer months, is
once again seeking scholastic honours, this time at
Osgoode Hall. Brother
Mulcahy, who for many years practiced law in Orillia, Ontario, has been
appointed judge in Renfrew County. Brother F- D. T. Lucas has been made
aK.C.
The ranks of the bachelor brothers were seriously depleted during the
past few months. Congratulations are in order to Jack Carrick and Mrs.
Carrick (nee Winnifred Rose) ; John Porter and Mrs. Porter (nee Marjorie
Reeves) ; Ed. Wait and Mrs. Wait, and Al. Harrop and Mrs. Harrop.
Congratulations also to Brother Martin and Mrs. McGill on the arrival
of a daughter; to John and Mrs. Tory, a daughter; to Ed. and Mrs. Burton,
also a daughter, and to Log. and Mrs. Sutherland, a prospective brother.
There may be some items of interest which have escaped the writer's
attention, but it is easily seen that it is quite difficult to follow the move
ments and record the events of such a
large alumni body, and so we would
ask the co-operation of each alumnus of the Nu in making this letter of
interest to all Psi U's.

Psi

Upsilon Alumni Association of

Western New York

We face one of the most important years in our history with
board, elected at the Annual Meeting in June, made up as follows :
Madison Pierce

Tau

1925

John F. Bush

Upsilon
Upsilon
Chi
Zeta
Upsilon
Upsilon
Upsilon
Upsilon

1922

H. Dean

Quinby, Jr

George L. Todd
Frederick K. Ward
Henry L. Crittenden
Lester 0. Wilder
Raymond L. Thompson
Walter V. Wiard
Under

an

active

�

1918
1926
1928

1913

1911
1917
1922

system of rotating Trustees, three brothers are elected each
of three years, two from the Upsilon and one from the
many alumni of other chapters who are now living in Rochester.
year for

a

our

period
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We are particularly fortunate in having representatives of the Chi,
Tau, and Zeta, to help us solve the many problems involved in moving the
Chapter House from its thirty year old home at 41 Prince Street to the
new Campus of the University of Rochester.
Financial, and other plans,
are underway which will lead to the
completion of a new Upsilon Chapter
House by September 1930.
At our June meeting the following officers of the Psi
Association of Western New York were elected:
H. Dean

Quinby, Jr

John F. Bush
Madison Pierce

Upsilon
Upsilon
Iau

Upsilon

Alumni

1923

President
Treasurer

1925

Secretary

1918

Rushing season begins at the University of Rochester on October 22.
unusually strong Sophomore Class we face this problem with con

With an
fidence.

*****

As President of the Association I will endeavor to keep you informed
activities, and hope you will not hesitate to call upon us whenever we
can be of assistance.
of

our

Fraternally
H. Dean

yours,

Quinby, Jr.
President.

WITH

THE

WORLD'S

GREATEST

PHILANTHROPY

IS

good deal of an order for a young man to be the auditor of
an
organization which has handled up to the 1st of last July more
than $106,000,000. John Stanley Wiltsie, Delta, '21 is the per
manent auditor of Near East Relief.
A continual audit is kept up
and that is checked over by a firm of professional auditors many

IT

times

a

a

year.

Brother Wiltsie is a member of the New York University Chapter
of our fratemity. He belongs to the class of 1921, having picked up
his academic work again after a vacation overseas during the war
time. Wiltsie is an enthusiast over the work of Near East Relief.
The organization has taken care of more than 132,000 children,
doubling its efforts upon war orphans after it had saved the lives of
a million and a half men and women and children in the bitter
days
following the great war, for the war in the Near East continued for
some time afterwards.
The area taken care of by the American
has
extended
from Greece across Constantinople and
organization
Asia Minor up into the Caucasus Mountains in Armenia and down
into Syria and Palestine and Egypt.
To carry on the many orphanage stations, the hospitals and
clinics, the schools for the blind and the deaf and for trade training
of many different kinds has required the collection of enormous sums
of money on this side of the water. Many different methods of
accounting have been designed to cover unique needs as was ex
plained in an article in the Journal of Accountancy in August 1928.
In all this big financial movement. Brother Wiltsie has had an impor
tant

part.
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Scholarship Plaque offered

in

Competition

to

six Mid West
see page 5

Association in Chicago,

Chapters by Alumni

Prof. Percy H.

Boynton, Gamma '97

IN

MEMORIAM

William

Copley Bickle, Omega

'13.

illness of but four days, Brother Bickle died of pneumonia on
at his home, 3158 Hudson Ave., Chicago.
He was forty-one
years old and a native of Canada; he was President of the Bickle-Williams
Dry-Fast Company manufacturers of kitchen equipment and clothes dryers.
His widow Mildred Bickle and two young daughters survive.
William Bickle was one of the most ardent members it has ever been the
good fortune of the Omega to initiate. He was a little older than the other
members of his delegation as he had worked for three years before entering the
University of Chicago; in addition he was prematurely gray and that added
He was a real older brother to
to his ever present simple dignity and poise.
those of us fortunate enough to be initiated in the Omega while he was in the
After

an

September 15,

chapter and many of us owe a great deal to him for his kindly interest, and
helpful suggestions. It has often been said that Brother Bickle established
the true spirit of the Omega by his example both as a loyal Chicago man and
It is difficult to relate the wide spread of his influence in building
as a Psi Uthe
chapter, aiding in formulating the plans for the home which the chapter
up
at that time was hoping to build and gathering about him many of the alumni
whose enthusiasm he kindled to the point where it was not long before the
chapter house was a reality.

I for one well remember how he took an interest in me, one of the greenest
freshmen ever to enter the University and I shall always happily acknowledge
the many things he did for me to enable me to be a better man, a better Chicago
His fine character, noble purposes and ability to
man and a better Psi U.
with me as an inspiration to do more and
remain
will
others
always
help
better things. My feelings are but those of many others whose privilege it was
to

know William

Copley

Bickle.
R.

B.

c.

William R. Clothier, Tau '17,
It is with

a

great deal of regret and

sympathy

that

we

note

the death of

William R. Clothier, Tau 17, who passed away on the 28th of September.
Brother Clothier held numerous positions on the campus of the University of
His funeral
Pennsylvania and received the Sphinx Senior Society Award.
was

held October 1st.

Oliver

Hays Dean, Phi '68.

Passed away in January last in Kansas
of the foremost members of the bar of that
39

City, Mo. Brother
city for more than

Dean

was one

40 years, and
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one of the founders and
long time President of the Kansas City Law School,
where he lectured until the time of his death on International Law, giving his
services without recompense.

Huntington Lyman,

Beta '16.

Huntington Lyman, thirty-four, a governor of the New York Stock Ex
change, and son of the late brother Hart Lyman, Beta '73 the third editor of
the Tribune, died at his home 535 Park Avenue, New York, May 22, 1928.
He was born at Seabright, N. J. and attended Groton School and Yale,
graduating in 1916. Shortly after, he purchased a seat in the Stock Exchange
and

began

his

career

with the firm of De

He served
304th Field

paigns.

Coppet and Doremus.
World War as first lieutenant and captain in the
took part in the Vesle and Meuse-Argonne cam
partner since 1922 in the firm of T. L. Watson and

through the
Artillery, and

He had been

a

Company.
Dr. E. W.

Murray,

Pi '98.

Died September 18, 1928 in Newark, N. J. Brother Murray was Medical
Director of the Babies' Hospital and a well known children's specialist. He
is survived by his wife and son.

Samuel B. Parish, Xi '58

January 13, 1838, at Paterson, N. J.; entered
Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn., in the fall of 1854, and at the end
of his sophomore year transferred to New York University, where he was
graduated, B. A., with the class of 1858. He taught in a private academy
at Ottawa, 111., for a year, and then in the Barton Academy, Mobile, Ala.,
until the breaking out of the Civil War in 1861, when he returned to New
Jersey. Later in the same year he went to Kansas and enlisted in Co. K,
2nd Kansas Vol. Cavalry, in which he served during the war, taking part
S. B. Parish

was

bom

in several considerable and many minor engagements, and
out as First Sergeant in April, 1865.
Being joined by his

was

mustered

brother, Wil

liam F., who had served during the war in a New Jersey Infantry regi
ment, the two brothers followed prospecting and mining in various parts
of Colorado, Utah, Arizona, and California. Eventually they determined

settle in the latter state, and they bought a ranch in San Bernardino
Valley, and engaged in fruit growing and other agricultural operations.
Later he bought his brother's interest in the ranch, which he continued
to cultivate till 1912, when he sold it, and for some
years resided in the
town of San Bernardino.
In 1912-1915, as Collaborator of the Desert
Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, he was largely
engaged in exploration of the southern California deserts, and wrote the
to
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botanical report of the Carnegie "Salton Sea" publication. In 1920 he
removed to Berkeley, where he was appointed Honorary Curator of the Her
barium in the University, and later on Lecturer on California
Botany at Stan
ford.
He seems to have had some natural predilection for
botany, although he
had no knowledge of the science, for in Illinois, Alabama, and Colorado, he
was so attracted by the more
showy flowers that he made small collections of
them; when he settled in San Bernardino he became much interested in the
abundant and varied floral wealth of that region, which led him to desire to
know their names and to study them. This brought him in acquaintance with
Dr. Parry, who directed and assisted his studies with his accustomed kind
ness and brought him into
correspondence with Gray and other leading bota
nists. They became warm friends and enjoyed together many botanical ex
cursions when Dr. Parry visited the West, and an intimate correspondence at
other times.

Homer

Reed, Phi '72.

Homer Reed,

eighty years old, a resident of Kansas City for fifty-five
passed away January 16 in St. Luke's Hospital as a result of com
plications which followed an operation more than a week ago. When,
several weeks later this was brought to the attention of the writer, two
years,

incidents were recalled to
fiftieth anniversary wrote:

mind; first, that Homer in his class letter for the
"I spent a large part of last year in the hospital
two
major surgical operations and the end is not yet." The
undergoing
other was a letter written in May of last year in which he said: "I am
not

it

planning

seems

to go to

best for

me

Ann Arbor.
to

I

am now

stick around

home,

80 and all
more

things considered
especially as my wife

is unable to travel."

Homer Reed

English and French ancestry, born in the Michigan
the
woods, Aug. 26, 1847,
only child of Thomas Reed and Mary Wilcox.
His father's earliest ancestor, John Reed of Dorsetshire, England, came to
America in 1660. His mother was a descendant of Nicholas de la Verne who
was

of

distinguished himself in Cromwell's army, the first of that name in America.
Family records reveal that his parents left the log house, in what was then
Michigan's wilderness, in 1854, and settled in Leslie, Ingham County, Mich
igan, where the father was engaged in business until his death.
Homer referring to his preparatory education in Leslie, "in an old brick
district school house," said: "The figure of James Blackmore stands out
prominently as a teacher well equipped to meet the rough conditions en
countered in the public school of that day, where, in one room, a teacher was
obliged to teach seventy-five pupils in all branches from A B C to Algebra."
He reached Ann Arbor in September 1864 and was examined for admission
'
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the Scientific

course.
"I was all right," he said, humorously, "until it came
geography, when the professor looked at me over his spectacles and im
pressively said, 'Now Mr. Reed, you may tell us the direction of Munich from
Augsburg.' I had never heard of either city." His course was interrupted by

to

to

the death of his father in 1866.

In 1869 he reentered as a Classical student,
done serious additional preparation in the meantime, for he
received his B.A. with the class of '72.

evidently having

Inheriting from both parents a musical instinct, his father having played
public and his mother having a good voice, he had acquired
in
facility
piano and organ before entering the University. He soon became
known as the most versatile performer on both instruments in his class, in
interpreting classical music, but especially the Beethoven Sonatas. When
the Class Glee Club was formed, Reed became musical director and
piano
soloist. The touring of the Michigan cities, in Easter Vacation, by that Club
was at the
peril of the members of the Club meeting a deficit. But, though
there was no division of spoils in 1872, luckily there was no deficit! Reed's
the violin in

sense

of

humor, appreciation of the efi'ervescence of his companions, yet selfconditions, and his earnestness and lack of ostentation

composure under all

won for him the
respect and admiration of all the members of the Club.
His personal contributions as a pianist gave
dignity and strength to the

program.

Soon after graduation, he was admitted to the bar in Kansas
City, Mo.,
and became a member of the law firm of Gill & Reed. He later
gave up the
practice of law and established the Homer Reed Investment Co.,
which

through

organization important residential districts were developed. Out of his interest
in the

of

two

problems affecting
books,

one on

real estate values and taxation came his publication
"The Science of Real Estate and Mortgage Investment,"

the other on "Land Nationalization."
In an editorial in the Kansas City Star of
January 17, appeared the fol
lowing: "Mr. Reed specialized in investment laws. He made himself an
authority on the legal aspects of investments. He formed definite ideas
on the
principles of taxation." Among his other contributions was an ex
haustive article on "The Life and Work of Robert Owen" and short stories
and articles upon the issues of the day, published in both Eastern and Western
periodicals. "His musical criticisms were unsurpassed."
He was a charter member and first treasurer of the Humane
Society, a
member of the first Board of Directors of the Provident
Association, and with
Judge McGrary of President Hayes' Cabinet, drew up the tenets of faith of
the Unitarian Church of Kansas City, of which he, at the
time, was a member.
He was also a member of the City Club, of the Sons of the
Revolution, an
incorporator and active supporter of the Kansas City Art Association, and
a
long time member of the Board of Directors of the Kansas

City Symphony
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Orchestra. He served also as postmaster of Kansas
Cleveland from 1892 to 1896.
Homer Reed

City

43

under President

only fostered every public musical enterprise, but took
pleasure
playing of ensemble music at his home with the best
local talent available It was when recovering from one of the two major
operations referred to in his letter to the Class re-union at the fiftieth anni
versary, that he requested that the score of Beethoven's sixth violin Sonta,
one frequently played by him with one of his daughters, should be brought
to him, "Upon reading it, he declared he heard it as plainly as if the instru
The adagio of this sonata he described as 'angelic
ments were rendering it.
music', and he often said he wished he might have written it."
Next to his love of nature and of music was his love of language. His
annotated Virgil was for many years his companion in its place on a table
by his bedside, which reminds the writer of Professor Frieze with whose spirit
Homer had so much in common. He read French and German fluently and
had acquired, almost self-taught, a creditable knowledge of Spanish, hoping to
visit Mexico equipped to study its economic conditions.
The Kansas City Star, in the editorial already quoted, closed with the
following paragraph :
"Many persons go through life mainly absorbed by a single interest. Mr.
Reed had many interests. He was a thoughtful observer of the processes of
cultural
progress. He had high ideals for Kansas City, particularly along
lines. His signed contributions to the Star in themselves reveal a diversity of
great

not

in the

opinion. But Homer Reed did not sacrifice the zest of life to a
analysis; he enjoyed living. He devoted his later years largely to
the culture of flowers, and continuously the home of Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Reed has been a home of beautiful family life and intellectual atmosphere."
imMayor Beach of Kansas City, wrote of him: "His influence and
pressive personality were always behind every good thing for Kansas City.
He was never to busy to do his part as a citizen, and Kansas City will remem
interest and

habit of

ber and miss his unselfish service.

Mr. J. C, Nichols, nationally known for his wonderful development
Mr,
of the residental portion of Kansas City, wrote: "With the passing of
admired
Reed Kansas City has lost one of its finest citizens. I personally have
of
and greatly appreciated his scientific view of real estate. I feel that much
service
Kansas City's greatness today can be directly traced back to the early
of Mr. Reed and men like him."
to those our class
Many men inherit or acquire endowments similar
in like degree, the
bestowed
not
all,
has
Nature
but
upon
mate ppssessed
so successfully to the solution of
their
devote
to
desire and the ability
energies
Yes, But,
life's economic and social problems. Idealist, men may call him.
flowered
Reed
Homer
In
idealist.
a
constructive
like our Dr, Woodward,
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all admire and

hope

Los

to see

imitated

John J. Mapel,

Angeles, Calif.
May 15, 1928.

Phi '72.

Joseph

Addison Richards, Xi '83.

Died at Clifton Springs, N. Y., August 18, 1928, in his 70th year. Brother
Richards graduated from Wesleyan University and in 1900 upon the death of
his father became head of the Joseph Richards Company, an advertising
organization. He is survived by three daughters and his brother, Theodore
Richards, Xi '88, who was known as the most popular man at Wesleyan in his
day; also the founder of the famous Wesleyan Glee Club that hiked to Mt.

Washington.
Colonel W. H.

Rowe, Jr. Pi '91.
Rowe, Jr., fifty-nine, knit goods

Colonel William H.
mill operator,
and
died
at
his
111
East
philanthropist
banker,
apartment.
Forty-eighth Street,
New York City, May 24, 1928.
Born in Troy, N. Y., he was graduated from the Fort Edward Institute
and from Syracuse University. Upon his graduation he entered his father's
business and later, at the time of his father's death, he succeeded to the presi
dency of the W. H. Rowe and Sons Co. Colonel Rowe received his commission
in 1894 as Assistant Quartermaster General of the State from Governor R. P.
Flower. He was the active head of several knit goods companies as well as
being a director in several other companies and banks. Colonel Rowe was
also a trustee of Syracuse University and a contributor to several charitable
institutions, having established both the Salvation Army Temple and the
Y. M. C. A. building at Troy.

Judge

Walter H.

Sanborn, Zeta '67.

Judge Walter H. Sanborn, presiding judge of the United States Circuit
Court of Appeals, died suddenly at St. Paul, Minn., May 10, 1928.
He was eighty-three years old and had been on the Federal Bench for

thirty-six

years, first of the Federal District of St. Paul and then
States Circuit Court judge.

as

United

Judge Sanborn was born at Epsom, N. H., October 19, 1845 a descend
Eliphalet Sanborn who settled in that place in 1752. After teaching
country school, he was graduated from Dartmouth as valedictorian of his
class in 1867 and later received the degree of A. M. and L. L. D. from
that college.
For three years after his graduation he was principal of the
high school
at Milford, N. H.
He went to St. Paul in 1870 to practice law until his
appointment to the bench in 1892, in the meantime having served several
�

ant

of
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in the

City Council, He was appointed Circuit Judge in 1892 and
presiding judge of that tribunal since June 1903.
His personal work included administration under
receivership of the
Northern Pacific, Union Pacific, Chicago, Great Western, St. Louis and San
Francisco, R. R., and the Missouri, Kansas and Texas railroad.
A testimonial, written in 1928, in tribute to
Judge Sanborn, contained
the following from Brother William Howard Taft, Beta '78, Chief Justice
of the United States: "I take great pride in the fact that I came on to
the bench and began my services in Cincinnati and the sixth circuit when
he began his service in St. Paul in the eighth circuit. While I wandered
from the path of devotion to judicial ideals. Judge Sanborn was true to
them, and his record shines in the judicial history of his country."
terms

had been

Frederick W. Williams, Beta '79.
Frederick Wells

Williams, professor emeritus of the
January 23, 1928, at his home

ment, Yale University, died
Corm,, in his 71st year.

oriental
in New

depart
Haven,

Prof, Williams was born in the Portuguese colony of Macao, China,
of Samuel Wells Williams, a missionary and writer. He spent the
first 12 years in Canton and in the legation at Peking, which was built by
his father.
Coming to this country, he studied first in the public schools in Utica,
then followed four years in the Hopkins grammar school in New Haven.
He was graduated from Yale in the class of 1879. After graduation he
traveled to Europe, where he was a student in Gottingen, Berlin and Paris.
Returning he aided his father in re-writing the latter's work, "The Middle
Kingdom." In 1893 he became an instructor in history at Yale.
He was literary editor of the National Baptist of Philadelphia, 1887-93 ;
instructor in Oriental history, Yale, 1893-1900; assistant professor, modern
Oriental history, 1900-25. In 1925 he was awarded the honorary degree
of M. A. by Yale. Prof. Williams was author of many volumes on oriental
subjects, and was a prominent contributor to magazines on historic and
scientific subjects.
the

son
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Harrison W. Allen
W. B. Armstrong
C. E. Bell
Edward A. Belding
David D. Bixler
E. R. Briggs
Percy W. Brooks
Samuel E. Brown
E. M. Bull
Donald C. Bye
Wiley J. Capron
W. S. Chesley
Charles Collins
Wallace G. Collins
Willard L. Davis
W. Louis Doremus
G. N. Findlater
Hugh M. Flick
James E. Foley
Walton C. Forstall
John A. Hager
Henry S. Goodwin
B. C. Hart
Oliver H. Haskell
Robert C. Herrmann
James E. Hellier
E. F. Higgins, Jr
H. Lincoln Houghton
Walter S. Hoyt
D. M. Jack
Herman C. Johnson
George A. Jones
Raymond W. Jordan
Robert P. Joyce
Maron Kennedy
Donald S. Kilby
Howard W. Kurtz

year

Psi

1928

Epsilon

1928

Chi
Delta Delta
Gamma
Psi
Kappa
Pi
Chi
Psi

1928
1927
1918
1928

1890
1903
1926
1926

Psi

1927

Phi

1925

Lambda
Beta
Theta
Omicron

1927
1926

1926
1917

Xi
Xi

1928

Pi

1926

Eta
Rho
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Theta Theta
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Beta
Xi
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Beta
Xi
Pi
Rho
Rho
Beta
Xi
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Walter B. Lane
Durand R. Kinlock
Robert J. Lavigne
Henry Lindenmjeyer
Richard P. Lott
James W. Lyons
Anson

Mark, Jr

Thomas

Martin

John W. McClain
C. E. McNeal
Samuel J. McCoy
C. E. McNeal
William P. Meeker
William B. Millar, Jr
Frank N. Miller
Charles S. Moore
R. H. MoRRiSEY
Walter W.

Nicholson, Jr

John R. North
S. B. O'Hara

R. L. Oldis
H. B. Parfet
H. G. Pearce
F. B. Peters

Henry C. Potter
Paul G. Plummer
Sebastian L. Pond

James D. Prince
A. Erwin Rankin
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YEAR

Theta Theta

1926

Psi

1928

Kappa '.
Delta Delta
Delta Delta

1925

Rho

1925
1926

Rho

1926
1926

Kappa
Iota
Chi

1927

Tau

1929

Chi
Tau
Xi

1927

Theta

1928

Gamma

1926

Sigma

1922
1926

Psi

1927
1927

1927

1925

Rho
Nu

1925

Epsilon

1927

Phi
Tau
Phi
Beta

1925

Beta

1926

Lambda
Beta Beta

1911

1914

1907
1925
1926

1926

Chi
Zeta

1927

Nu

1927

Andrew A. Sarcka

Ps^

1927

Stanley W. Shipness
Frederick W. Smith

Delta Delta

1927

Zeta

1925

Kenneth E. Smith

Zeta

1925

Lloyd B. Smith

Theta Theta

1926

F. J. Stannard
Edward G. Stevens
F. M. Stewart

Rho

1926

Theta Theta
Theta

1909

^^

1928

P. F. Rhines
John C. Rose
D. E. Sanderson

J. D. Thompson

1928

1926
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W. E. Thomson
S. R, Thayer
J, C, Thomas
Willum B. Walker
Edward R, Wardwell
C, Britten Weber
R. A. Whitehead
Arthur D, Williams
Russell E. Winters
Leland M. Woodford

Pi
Gamma
Xi
Theta Theta
Beta
Pi
Phi
Lambda

1927
1907
1927

Xi

1927

John J. Valentine, Jr

Epsilon

1928

1926

1926
1928
1924

1927
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start of rushing season found
the chapter house filled with subfreshmen with three or four brothers

who are eligible can be
squads and trying out for
managerships. Capt. Heath and Rothmann

the crowd and feeling rather
When the three or four hectic
days were over, we discovered that ten
strangers were in our midst, each with
a shiny new button in his lapel.
In other
words, the Theta announces with great
pride and pleasure the pledging of its

are the nucleus of the cross-country team
this year, and Brother Allen has practically
been promised the managership of track
and cross-country if he'll only stop smok

THE
lost

in

foolish.

1932

Delegation.

It is

(See Pledge List.)

sad fact, however, that every
lining has its dark cloud and the

silver

a

toll of missing men this year is dishjartening. Stven brothers altogether failed to
retum.
Three of these, Terry, Coward
and Bergen, left these cloistered halls of
engage in the strife of active

learning
hfe, while the others involuntarily joined
the army of unemployed. Brother Terry,
we gather, is doing most of the real striv
ing up in some far-flung outpost of civil
to

ization

the Canadian wilds.

in

Brother

Bergen has donned the sock and buskin
and has

secured

actually

play

rent

in New

a

part in

a

cur

York, "Yolpone," while

The few

seen

on

it drives the hard-working
harriers crazy with longing. In addition
to this, he is on the Concordiensis staff
with hopes of becoming editor some day.

ing cigarettes

because

scholarship

of

is

�

Brothers Rose, Schmitt and Strong report
daily for football practice. If they keep
it up long enough, they will doubtless
get into the squad picture and be roughly
included in the praise given "those who
make

the

first

possible," at the
last game. Brother
Rose is managing the Glee Club this year
and the fact that we have several embryo
team

banquet following the

Carusos in the freshman delegation was
brought to his attention in the try-outs.
Pledge Bennett is trying freshman cross
country and practically the whole delega
tion is being counted upon to get some
good marks.

Brother Coward peers between the bars of
the local Mohawk Bank. Losing four good
men

men

various

Alumni Notes

certainly

in two

standing of the house to something
figures. Towards this end, all the

residing in the vicinity
Schenectady will be bombarded with
invitations to attend meeting on the first
Thursday of each month starting with
October. We sincerely hope that you will

freshmen have been put in with upperclassmen and the brothers have pledged

make every effort to attend and make any
suggestions or offer any advice that you

pill to swallow and the main aim
chapter this semester is to keep
everybody in college and raise the schol
a

bitter

of the
astic

themselves
cut

as

little

not
as

to

overcut

classes and

possible. The

to

situation has

become serious and everyone fully
Therefore, with a decent
realizes it.

really

amount
out

of effort,

of the cellar.

we

should pull ourselves

Those of you

of

may
to

have.

We

are

all honestly working

improve the chapter in several respects

and would

give

appreciate all the help

you

can

us.

A. Paige Strong,
Associate Editor.
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New York

weeks before the opening
college, the brothers of the
Delta, drawn by the bright prospects

FULLY
of

of

the

two

the

coming

year,

assembled

at

the

chapter house. During summer the house
was completely renovated and refurnished
by the Delta alumni. Their work has
already begun to show results.
The active chapter, although reduced
to fifteen men, by graduation, has pledged
nineteen to date. From these figures one
can see that the Delta has pulled through
the rushing season with flying colors, and
the undergraduates cannot help but feel
that this year will be one of the biggest
This
years in the history of the chapter.
feeling is strengthened not only by the
material aid of the alumni but also by
their constant attendance at the chapter
meetings and activities.
The newly organized Alumni Rushing
Committee of which brother Ed Wood,
Delta '25, is chairman has rendered the
chapter much help in the way of sugges-

BETA
A S

/%

to

the FaU rushing
start

J- J^ble

once

more,

season
we

is

are

PSI

�

about

to open our new hall facing on
the recently developed Fraternity Row.
The new Beta, although not great in size,
ranks with the highest in appearance and
usefulness., It is a great relief to us to
evacuate the inadequate temporary quarters
which we have been forced to use for the
past two and a half years.
The new house has been erected through
the generosity of the graduates of the
Beta and to them, and a few in especial,
we
are
greatly indebted. Among these
few are James Gamble Rogers, George P.
Day, and Edward S. Harkness. Brother
Rogers gave the plans for the house and
Brother Harkness the land on which it
stands.
The following rooms were fur
nished:
Chapter Room by Carrie Hester
Ide in memory of George Edward Ide
'81; Library by Sarah Wey Tompkins in

University

tions and advice to the under-graduates.
The chapter wishes to thank those brothers
of Psi Upsilon who have recommended
young men entering the University.
The new house and the football games
are
drawing many alumni to the Delta
teas which are given every Saturday after
noon
On
during the football season.
Saturday, November 10, after the game
with Alfred University, there will be a
buffet supper served at the chapter house,
after which there will be a smoker and
house warming party for the alumni.
This is the first opportunity the Delta
has had to present the following men who
were initiated last June:
Richard E. Allen
Mount Vernon, N. Y.
New York City.
Charles A. Beckman
Robert T. Blackman. Mortni Vemon, N. Y.
New York City.
J. Arthur Evans
Walter V. Rovtan
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Sidney A. Beckwith, Jr.,
Associate Editor.

Yale

finally
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University
memory of

Ray Tompkins '84; Card Room
R. H. Munson '79 and C. B. Munson
'16 in memory of Alexander McKee Mun

by

'16; Billiard Room by Harriet Barbour
Phelps in memory of George Alexander
Phelps '95. The furnishings for the Living
Room were given through donations of the
members of the 1930 delegation.
This
is with the exception of a beautiful turkson

ish rug decorated
Psi Upsilon, which

the emblems of
the gift of Brother

with
was

Costikyan's father.
We

are

not

quite settled in

our

new

abode, but are already eating and having
our
The FaU
regular meetings there.
Initiation Banquet wUl be held November
12th

13th and we expect this to start
of interest and enthusiasm in
the Beta. We hope to have a large number
of Beta Alumni and other brothers present
for this occasion.
Among the brothers prominent in extraa

or

new

era

THE
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curricula activities at the moment are:
J. D. Charlesworth and C. K. Hubbard
are regulars on the University
FootbaU Team, while D. H. Hickok,
W. H. Wade, and R. F. Wilson '30 are
D. F. Bradley '29
on the first squad.
is on the second squad and R. W. Goss
'29 is manager of the team.
M. Fenton "29, W. B. Harding, C. G.
Hurd, D. Kitchel, R. C. Nicholas, and
H. E. Russell '30 are out for crew, and

'29, who

SIGMA

OF

PSI

Brown

THE

University

the indoor courts of Pawtucket.
Brothers Heuser and Marshall are playing
regular footbaU, and giving a splendid
Dimond is on the
account of themselves.
track team, and is a member of Pi Kappa.
Brothers Wertheimer and WiUiams are
active on the Herald board and tennis
on

team.

space of this
of the activities
of the other brothers, but every man in
the house is actively engaged in some
activity. The chapter as a whole has set
tled down to some concentrated study,
and hopes to be able to present a good

lieu

In

article, I

of

must

the limited
omit

5th, and we are busy with preparations
for getting the best delegation on the hiU,
as usual.
In closing, the Sigma wishes the other
chapters a very successful year, and ex
tends a cordial invitation to them at any
ber

time.

Harold M. Cole
Associate Editor

Amherst

�

college opened this faU many
familiar faces were missing around
the Gamma for one reason or
another. We cannot say how much these
would
men are missed because our words
Rushing season went
be entirely futile.
off exceptionally well and we cannot con
too
gratulate Brother R. S. Pennock

WHEN

some

scholastic report in February.
Rushing season is scheduled for Decem

the Golf team. F. J. Smythe is a manag
ing editor of the Herald, and stiU active

GAMMA
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W. B. Mosle and W. R. Tappen '30 are
regulars. Brother Tappen stroked the
Blue Crew to victory over Harvard at
New London last June.
A. W. Griswold '29 is Chairman of the
Yale "Record."
M. F. Hanson '30 is Secretary of the
Hoover-Curtis Qub of Yale and L. H.
Smith is on the Executive Council.
Ford H. Jones
Associate Editor

�

Sigma Chapter opened this se
mester with a larger chapter than
usual.
We welcome the retum of
Brother Blake '29 from a year abroad
where he pursued his studies at Sorbonne.
Paul Waterman of the Zeta and Omega
Chapters has at last seen the light and
joined the ranks of the Sigma. We con
gratulate him on his judgment. We are
also pleased to announce the pledging
of H. D. Warren '31 who matriculated a
year at Dartmouth and transferred to
Brown this faU. Mr. Warren is the brother
of F, W. Potter, Sigma '26, who has been
doing great things in the cotton business
for the past three years.
The Sigma Chapter is as usual actively
engaged in campus activities. Brother Ey
non is Vice-president of the senior class,
a member of the Cammarian Qub, and
was
chairman of the Junior Prom last
spring. Brother Atwood is second Vicepresident of the senior class, a member
of the Cammarian Club, and captain of

UPSILON

College

his excellent work in pledging
fine delegation.
It looks at present like a very quiet
with the passing
year around Amherst for
of the automobile the college is held close
to home and as a result we expect to see
coveted
many of the brothers wearing the
or so, and while we are
a
within
year
key

heartily for
such

a
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the subject of studies we would like
that the Gamma is intent upon
winning one of the 1500 prizes awarded
by the Executive Council and we are quite
sure that this can be done if one takes
into thought the present standing of the
on

to

say

Chapter ScholasticaUy.
For the time being at
is taking the interest

FootbaU

any rate

of

of

most

the
the

brothers.
B. Brittain '29 is leading
team this year and he is the third Gammy
in four years to have this honor. Brothers
E. S. and R. W. WUson along with
Brother George Heisey are holding down
positions in the backfield, while among
the linemen are found Brothers Whitney
and R. G. Fulton.
Early in the season
Brother Bill Ray had the misfortune
to break his ankle in practice but before
the end of the season he will undoubtedly
be playing again.
In Soccer Bro. Art
WiUiams is the lone representative of the
House. Bro. King Norris is in the competi
tion for manager of Football and we surely
look to him to retum this position to the
House. Brother Henninger is leading the
House Touch football team, and it looks
very much as if we should finish very near
the top of the league with such a star
as
"Snitz" Regnery on the team.
Just
before college closed last June, Brothers

ZETA

OF

PSI

Pennock, E. S. Wilson and B. Brittain
were elected to Scarab, the Senior honor
ary

society.

The freshmen seem to be quite busy
and a goodly number of them are out for
the freslmian footbaU team among whom
are, Andrews, Gumming, Drake, the Green

ough brothers, Healy, Plunkett and Dean
Smith.
The remainder of the delegation
seems to be busy hitting the books which
is an excellent thing for them to do.
Among the Alumni there seems to be
much activity in various fields. Brother
S. M. Cameron was married the twentieth
of October and Brother C. S. Moore fol
lowed him early in November. Brother R.
R. Rollins was married the last week in
June and has just recently retumed from
his honeymoon spent abroad. Brother G.
R. Crampton also joined the ranks of the
married men the last of October. Brother
Van MUler spent the past week-end with
us.
He is now selling trucks in Albany, N.
Y.
Brothers G. L MacLeod and B. A.
Moran have recently announced their inten
tions of taking an international good wUl
tour which they say wUI be Moran and
Mac's greatest triumph.
E. H. Miller, Jr.,
W. B. Plunkett,
Associate Editors.

Dartmouth

�

brothers returned in September
confronted with the situation that
"Donk" Doyle had resigned as "janituse," that Ed Plumb had acquired a new
babe and picture during the summer, that
Square-head Enders had proved to be "the
most affable and popular man at Crawford
Notch," and that pledging of the class of
1931 was two weeks off. Pledging was of
primary importance, however, and after
giving the sophomores a good workout (or
vice versa), the Zeta and Psi U again came
out among the first comers, and both can
well be proud of the new delegation.
Now that the subject has come up, there
is probably no better time in my discourse
to
congratulate the rushing committee,

THE
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I take this

opportunity

to

congratulate

brothers Purse, Foster, CaUaway and
In case
Schmidt for their good work.
you don't know who these are. Purse is
headman at the EfiSes and newly-elected
cheerleader; Schmidt is the new President
of Green Key; Frank Foster, who earned
his letter with the footbaU team last year,
has given up the sport for Medical School ;
and Callaway is manager of the hockey
team.

But the activities of the year for the
Zeta did not end with rushing, as there is
something abrewing all the time. Johnnie
Phillips '28 has retumed to take part in
coaching the Big Green, and Jeff Glen
dinning who also graduated in June is back

THE
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Tuck School. "Digs" returned after
looking out for brother Eke Walsh and
keeping Wolf Whaley under control in
Europe all summer.
Heinie Swarthout is playing regularly at
end on Jess Hawley's combination, and on
the squad are eight of the new delegation
who have been showing up well in the
in fact, have been
games so far this year
starring. These men are Len Clark, Bob
DiUey, Johnnie GoodwUlie, Chubb Het
field, Gray Magee, Bob Ryan, Jack Wolcott,
and Shep Wolff. It looks now as though
for

�

Dartmouth would look to the Psi U house
for a footbaU team for the two coming
seasons.

As I have said Freddie Schmidt is presi
dent of Green Key, the junior honorary
society, and he makes the third from the
house in consecutive years to hold that
honor. Also Mickey Emrich is the treas
urer.
But not to stop there, the number

furnished to that organization of fifty mem
bers by the Zeta's junior delegation, was
increased to thirteen with the elections by
the class of Johnnie Cheney, Nelse Rocke
feUer and Cliff Vogt. Along with brother
Purse, is Ma SmaUey's right hand man,
Alex Alexander of my own class, who also
leads cheers.
new

campus

I forget brother Johnson's
title, but it seems he was in

me
which reminds
Cleveland
that brother Bill McCaw has officially taken
over
the publicity management for that

city.

Gray Magee being a member of the 1931
delegation gives the house a monopoly of
class presidents, for his addition makes it
100% for Psi U. Rod Hatcher, also one of
who is at present out
the managerial competition,
raises the Zeta's percentage for class vicepresidents to 66 2/3, with one class secre
Brother Carl Spaeth, evidently not
tary.
being contented with his kiUings of last
Dart
year, is president of Palaeopitus,
the

new

standing

comers,

in

mouth's student government body.
Nelse RockefeUer is playing regular with
the soccer team, and Hetfield (Dapper
Dan, not to be confused with his younger
brother) and Plumb are out for track

OF
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again. Brother Plumb, who is one of the
big gun's in the Barbary Coast orchestra,
is being assisted in that organization by
Frank Hodson, another of the peonies.
Brother Ned Grant is

a

member of the

Brother Cheney is a
cross-country team.
member of the golf team, and it is also re
ported that brother Bob Booth is becoming
active on the golf course.

Spaeth's brown chariot is competing
against Fryberger's blue job in running
Dave Caplan, local bus connoisseur, out of
business. And just as those two are get
ting well established, reports come up from
White River Junction that brothers Wad
dell and Alexander are entering a dark
horse in the race.
So that my public will become ac
quainted with the rest of our new dele
gation, I will extend the reading time for
my communication, and give a few words
of introduction to them. Billy Alton, who
is on the soccer squad, is light-weight box
ing champion of the College, and who, it is
reported, is giving Pledge Bob Ryan, heavy
weight champion of the college, a daily
workout in the ring. Little-heat Burr claims
he is a track man and is a star in local
touch-football circles. Don Cruikshank is
a member of the Winter Sports team and is
one
of Dartmouth's leading ski-jumpers.
Hawley Jacquith is well up in the Smalley
Club and Will Hayes is at present com
peting for the local newspaper. Ted Harms
is a member of the lacrosse and cyclist
squads, and Charlie McAllister, who cap
tained last year's freshman swimming team,
is a member of brother Johnnie Bryant's
swimming team along with Cleveland's
flash� Bill McCaw. BiU Palmer and WaUy
Thorsen earned their numerals with the
1931 tennis team, and WaUy is one of the
leading competitors for the editorship of
the afore-mentioned local press.
Shep
Wolff and Len Clark do not limit their
interests to footbaU, for Shep was a mem
ber of the freshman swimming team and a
leading pitcher of the 1931 baseball team,
while Len is active in Skidmore haunts.
BiU Grant received numerals in hockey,
and Chubb Hetfield was a member of the
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freshman basebaU team as well as being a
football player and Dapper's brother. Gray
Magee, whom I have mentioned before,
also played regular guard with the fresh
man basketbaU team.
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PSI

No report from the Zeta would be

plete without expressing
new

�

175th
swung into it's
the customary day in late
September, and the brothers of the
Lambda, heavily laden with academic ne
cessities, appeared characteristically cheer
ful.
Although the active membership is
small, the house itself is running to capac
ity and there is every hope for a bountiful
sprinkling of Freshmen when the time for
such things comes around.
On October 1st, at its first meeting, the
chapter was exceedingly gratified by the
unusual turnout of alumni who responded
to invitations sent by brother Long, present
It
secretary of the Alumni Association.
was exceedingly stimulating to watch the
older brothers drop off the years and be

COLUMBIA
on

year

undergraduates for an evening.
Moreover, their suggestions and criticism

come

were

most

constructive, and with

precedented
predecessors,

interest
we

are

an

the part of
looking forward
on

un
our

to

a

banner year.
With one or two exceptions the brothers
are all engaged in extra-curricula under
takings on the campus. For the benefit
of those in other chapters who know the

KAPPA

WITH

gift he has made

to

our

the house.

University

foUowing men, I am listing their activi
ties.
Larry Tassi is leading the debating
team with his loud, stentorian tones; Bud
Piercy is puUing an oar on the varsity crew
and has been elected to Nacom (honorary
senior society) ; Clary Schwerin and Si
Giddings are forging ahead in the swim
ming events; Dick Aikenhead has captured
the ass't managership of the basket baU
and his voice can be heard in the Glee
Club ; Phil Jenny has a sliding but sure
seat on the lightweight crew together with
Doug Robertson; the former is also out for
"Jester", as is our substantial Ted Baruch,
who may be seen from time to time charg
ing down the footbaU field; Lou Pettit is
the ass't manager of the famous I. C. 4 A.,
and John McSorley with Bernard Ireland
are representatives of the mighty sopho
mores in the Black Avengers.
In addition,
we
are
fortunate to have in our ranks
brothers Dunham from the Xi, Parker from
the Zeta, Flick of the Pi, and Weadock of
the Phi, aU of whom are solving the vari
ous engimas of the Columbia Law School.
Louis Root,
Associate Editor.
team

Bowdoin

�

the opening of the haUs of
the Kappa in the latter part of
September, began the short, but
vigorous season of rushing. The ardent
efforts of the upper-classmen were rewarded
with the pledging of fourteen promising
freshmen.
This should be a great year for the
Kappa in track. Ten of the freshmen are
now plugging hard at
cross-country and
of the upper-classmen of last year's fame

com

appreciation to
brother Ted Ward '27 for the beautiful

Columbia

LAMBDA

UPSILON

College

remain Brothers Burrowes, Stone, Woods,
Qark, and Herrick. There have been, up

the present time, no competitive races
which the Kappa could show her
strength, but with an aggregation like the
above, the Brothers expect great results and
a good start on the Ives trophy.
The house is not as strong as last year
in football, but we stiU have "Hank" Pol
lock holding down his regular berth at
right guard. Brother Crimmins of the
to

in

THE

Sophomore

delegation

for a regular berth
and Sloan are giving

DIAMOND
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working hard
end and Dana
their best to the
is

at

yearlings.
The Bowdoin Orient this year is edited

by Brother E. F. Dana and Brother Pet
tingill is one of the hustling managers.
Brother Spring is manager of the musical
clubs.
The house itself is in fine shape and
stands resplendent in a new coat of paint.
A new furnace has been installed and by
the Grace of God and Brother Chalmers we

PSI

PSI

hope
in

HamUton wore a "slime" cap. All of the
brothers were back on the hill early, and
imder the leadership of brother Calkins
had two "Sig" legacies in the house before
the "Sigs" had even laid eyes upon them.
After selecting the cream of the incoming
class, the brothers sat back and watched
the rest of the crowds growling over the
leavings. Credit for this "scoup" is to be
given to brother Calkins for his efficient
generalship and to the brothers in generd
for their co-operation.
Classes began in the course of time and
the brothers are once again hot on the
trail of the ever elusive Lady Knowledge.
Saturday aftemoon and evening, October
thirteenth, the chapter, in conjunction with
the "Dekes", entertained at a highly suc
It was the
cessful Tea-Dinner Dance.
occasion of the Rochester football game
and several of the brothers from the Up

the guests of the chapter.
Just now the attention of the house is
centered upon the approach of FaU House
Party, the week-end of October twentysixth and twenty-seventh. The Alpha Delts
us this fall,
are sharing the party with
being in the unfortunate position (as far as
such functions are concerned) of having
the
to content themselves with watching
men at work on their new
of
the
progress
sUon

were

house.

the cold mad

days

of winter

Rondie WUks of 1929 is steward for a
second term and in spite of his nick-name
"Famine" is feeding the Brothers very
well.
As this report goes to press the
house is planning a tea-dance to be given
after the Tufts game on October twentieth.
We hope the dance will be successful, but
somehow the Brothers are rather backward
in bringing their lady friends until Christ
mas house party.
Wallace C. Dyson,
Associate Editor.

Hamilton

THE

to pass

perfect comfort.

�

Psi got off to a flying start this
faU and pledged the finest delegation
seen
on
this hiU since Alexander
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Brothers Carpenter, DeSormo, Stevens,
and Tucker are representing the house on
the football field. Pledges Ashmead, De
Sormo, Ohman, and Skinner are playing
freshman football.
Brother Calkins was
recently elected Vice-President of the Sen
ior Class and President of the InterFraternity Council. Brother Combs is on
exhibit week-days from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.
as the proud possessor of a Phi Beta Kappa
key. He is also editing "Hamilton Life",
presiding at the meetings of the Honor
Court and the local chapter of Pi Delta
Epsilon, and wears the symbol of Pentagon,
Brothers
the senior honorary society.
Barns, Edwards, and Hunn are managing
respectively the Fencing, Soccer, and
Hockey teams, and brothers Caswell and
FairchUd, and pledges Edwards and Van
Orsdell are competing for managerships.
Under the leadership of brother Barns, the
Charletans are preparing to put on Drinkwater's "Abraham Lincoln" in the near
future.
A fine spirit of activity and keen interest
be in the air, and everything
seems to
points to one of the finest years the Psi has
ever

experienced.

Tom Hickok '27 who spent most of last
year in (Chicago studying Architecture has
been abroad since June. The last report of
him

was

from

Budapest.
William H. Denne,

Jr.,

Associate Editor.
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a

an

autumn

�

on

wind is stirring up

the campus lawn.

Again

Proiessors' lectures bestir the weU-tanned
habitues of the classroom. But, like the

leaves,
and

it is

are

our

life and

happy. The

we

sport of

have chosen it
gods, but who

cares?
The Xi has returned in great strength.
From last year's roll we note the absence
only of brother Sidman, '29, who is doing
technical work at Columbia after three
years of liberal arts tutoring here. We have
returned
thirty-five
strong,
including
Brother Webster who was away last year
recuperating from serious illness. To these
bold and ready we added the best twentyone men in the Freshman class and an
nexed a transfer student from Union who
becomes a Sophomore.
Among ourselves we rarely speak of our
standing on the hill, for it is known and
our concern is only to keep it there, but
for the benefit of the alumni we will
modestly state that we lead in extra
curricular activities.
(I shaU have some
thing to say about scholarship in just a
minute, if the alumni wiU wait a minute.)
Brother SiUoway captains the football team
this fall, ably supported by Brothers
Jennings, Joice and Guernsey. And were
it not for what we feel is an unfair eligi
bility ruling, brother Craw would be in
Brother Spaulding
there fighting, too.
manages the team (you'U hear his name
�

again) and brother Jack

serves

PSI
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Wesleyan University

commotion with the red and brown

A. leaves

OF

as

assis

Of the
of the Freshman week activities.
fifteen seniors in the honorary societies
the Xi boasts of three, brothers Hill, Sill
Among the various
oway and Spaulding.
department clubs, the William James club
(Psychology) has recently been brought to
new life and vigor and brother Davis was
elected President. On the editorial board
of the Argus and of the Wasp we have re
spectively, brothers ComeU and McCormick, and there are also out from the,
house, scouts in competition for the various
positions on both boards. Brother How
land is working hard for the assistant
managership of the footbaU team and bids
fair to be rewarded. (EspeciaUy if a large
voting house helps at all at election time.)
And

now

in the last

regarding scholarship. We are
place in the rating of the fra

on the hill.
We do not try to
hide the fact but we are really ashamed.
Active measures are being taken to "get
on the ball" that is to say, not only are the
Freshmen required to study systematically
each night, but certain stimuli are working
on the upperclassmen, where perhaps the
fault lies, rather than with the Freshmen
delegation. Perhaps our drop to last place
wiU serve as just the goad needed; we are
working for the change, rest assured.

ternities

With the advent of the Hallowe'en sea
the social committee under the direc
tion of brothers Dodds and Smith are pre
paring for a banner house party. Needless
to say the house is looking forward to these
festivities, ^joyfully but not unconfinedly
as our songster would have it.
But there
would be added to the spirit of the party
a sense of completeness
if some of the
alumni would visit us at that time, which
is the 20th of October.
We can always
count on a certain few to pep up the pro
ceedings but, for those more staid brothers
who have been gone from the Xi some few
years, we extend the most cordial welcome
that we know how.
son

�

The Xi's quota of those who
kick with the feet and butt with the head
but don't hold with the hands are Knowles,
Skirm and Davis. Several of our Fresh
men are reporting daily for the Freshman
football squad and though no team has
been picked yet, three of them are sure of
tant manager.

berths, whUe a couple of granted ability
are forsaking the glory and glamour of that
department for the more substantial, re
wards of scholastic achievement. On the
college Senate we have the Baron Jack and
the redoubtable Mr. Spaulding, Chairman
of the Personnel Committee and in charge

Within the last
visited the

two

weeks there have

chapter a few members of the
later delegations; Brothers Bijou, Dunham,
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Funk, Osbom, Smith and Woodford. We
would that more of you alumni would come
around and look us over and let us see you.
If you won't write any notes for DIAMOND
publication then let us see you and we'll
make them up. Alumni are always more
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than welcome and you know it; if you
don't, then let us show you Xi hospitality
as

we

interpret it.
C. W. Davis,
Associate Editor.

University of

�

UPSILON

Rochester

No Communication received

IOTA

Kenyon College

�

smUing down through the
The atmosphere
trees.
about the HiU is one of resignedness,
the resignedness of those who accept grace
fully an inevitable fate. The sun is smUing

THE

sun

is

yellowing

down on another Psi U victory, for the Iota
has again retired from the field with colors
flying. Despite the concerted efforts of
our rivals we have just completed one of
the most successful rushing seasons
history of the chapter.
The chapter looks stronger than

in the

it has

in years, of the fourteen actives who have
returned nine are sophomores and juniors.

With the new men we feel that the Iota
wUl maintain the strong position it has
always held.
A plan for refurnishing the division is
now being considered and should every
thing turn out as expected we wUl be the

proud

possessors

of the

most

completely

and finest equipped dormitory at Kenyon.
The Iota this year has taken a definite
The
stand in the matter of scholarship.
deplorable record of last year wiU be
erased from the minds of all by a distinct
change for the better. The entire atmos
phere of the division, strange as it may
The eyes of every
seem, is one of study.

turned toward the scholarship rat
if the existing attitude does not
and
ing
change we should find the Iota weU up in

man are

the standing.
The chapter seems most athleticaUy in
clined this faU, whether it is an effort to
evade the gym classes we don't know, but
the result is that nearly every man is par-

ticipating in some sport or other. Brothers
Taylor, Hilton, and McCabe are playing
football. The Golf team is graced with the
presence of Brothers Russell, Kawasaki,
Cross County, a
Baldwin, and Huss.
new sport at Kenyon, has taken the time
of Pledges White, Herron, Speer, and Cuff.
Pledges Bob Kanengeiser and Baird Coffin
may be seen any afternoon causing the var
sity footballers no end of trouble.
We are very happy to state that Brother
Charles Vent of the Omega is now with us.
His aid in rushing will never be forgotten.
More must be said concerning the rush
Brothers Don Carey and Howard
ing.
Harper, our famous theologues, were barred
from all activities. How we fared so well
without their aid will be the mystery of
the age. We think, though, that they did
a little secret work on the side.
A number of alumni have been back to
see us, Francis Wharton Weida '19, stopped
in on his way to the Union Theological
Seminary in New York City. We saw quite
a bit of John Arndt while he attended the
Kenyon CoUege Alumni Council meeting
here last week end. Brother Thomas Fer-

enbaugh, '05, dropped in for a few minutes
Sunday afternoon. Brother John McClain
drove in from New York late Saturday
night to spend a few days with us. We
ever anxious to have the alumni visit
would like to make it known that
and
us,
a
now have
we
very comfortable guest
room which is always ready for them.
Theodore Huss Jr.,
Associate Editor.
are
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University of Michigan

A NOTHER year is by, and again another inexperienced junior is ac-l- .*-corded the task of vnriting the
Diamond communication.
The foUowing
is an attempt at a glowing report of what
was, what is, and what wUl be.

l\

the

shining examples
The only

of those that have
one with any in
itiative toward activities at aU is Brother
Reynolds who is handy man among the
football managers.
One other. Brother
Turner, aspires for an "M" in track. Sad
to say
or
perhaps not so sad ^the re
mainder of the house is hardly more ac
tive. Maybe who knows the scholarship
record wiU react favorably, this being the
case.
Incidentally, it may be helpful to
out

gone

before.

�

By midnight of September 18, all of the
brothers had returned.
Those arriving
after that time succumbed to a |5 fine for
each date late; needless to say, most every
one was here.
The following week was
in
the
spent
unsatisfactory Michigan
"rush". We had no difficulty, however, for
Psi U is ever on top.
One junior, two
sophomores, and twelve freshmen were

pledged.
The freshmen are a budding group.
From aU indications, there are three or
four potential "AU Americans". In other
branches, "Bunny" Field possesses much
tennis ability, being former captain at
Andover. Besides his footbaU, Hicks has
already quaUfied for the golf team, and
there is no question but that he wUl be on
the varsity next year.
Enough, however,
for the merits of the lowest.
The

sophomores prefer

to

active, letting the freshmen

on

OMEGA

�

WELL,

again

here
at

we

the

are,

in
with

remain
go

other

capabUities.

�

�

standing scholastically to say that we
risen from fifty-fourth to fortieth
position among the general fraternities, of
our

have

which there are over sixty.
Brothers Bob and Ed Evans, and Penni
man have retumed after a semester at the
University of Lausanne in Switzerland,
none the worse for their experience.
Brother Harry Lee, who resigned from
school last semester because of ill health,
is now at the University hospital, and is
seldom without company.
Alumni are cordially invited to visit
whenever possible. An earnest effort will
be made to make everyone feel the feUowship of Psi U.
Stanton W. Todd Jr.,
Associate Editor.

University of Chicago

doing business
old stand.
fuU tilt.
The

same

School is going
scramble for courses is over.
Rushing and pledging are completed, In
cidentaUy with exceUent results, and the
old grind is on.
The Omega has pledged the best rounded
freshmen delegation that we've had for
All the 1932 men are Scho
some time.
lasticaUy fit and interested in many and
diverse activities. Three of them are hold
ers of the new two-year scholarships, fif
teen of which were given by the University
for the first time this year to those boys
possessing scholarship, leadership and
feverish

�

The real interest of the school

at

this

time, of course, is footbaU, and we are well
represented on the Varsity by Brothers
and P. Pratt in the backfield and W'-iver in the line. Five of the
pledges are out for the frshman team.
The rest of the house is devoting time
to
defend our touchbaU championship
which we have held against aU comers
for three years. Brother Lott, who has re
turned to school after a successful season
on the tennis courts, together with Brothers
Maclay, Tipler and Cunningham -will make
up the mainstays of tl,e team.
But outside of footbaU, touchbaU, the
directing of pledges and the usual "gripings" about eight o'clocks, there isn't

Libby, Burgess

THE
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much to write about. Everything is just
starting, and possible developments are
not often interesting.
We are, of course,
vitaUy interested in the two scholarship
prizes which are offered to the chapters,
and the rest of the fraternity had better
start

working.

I almost forgot. Brother
is now an uncle.

Hardy Maclay

Alumni Notes
The Omega extends its thanks to our
alumni who helped us so greatly in this
last rushing season.
Ellis P. Egan '11 announces the opening
of his own offices for Corporate Financing,
in the Union Trust Building, Pittsburg,
Penna.
Harold W. Lewis '24 has announced his
engagement to Miss Catherine Brawley,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs Frank Brawley
Chicago. The wedding will take place

AprU.

next

PI

ENTERING

the

faU

by
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Howard E. Green '25 (Hank) and Miss
Eva K. Brockman were married June 30,
1928.

Campbell Dickson is having a success
ful season during his first year as footbaU
coach at Beloit. Incidentally, he is now a

full-fledged lawyer.
Brothers Hoerger and Hibben '28, are
StiU looking for jobs. Brother Freeman,
also '28, wasn't sufficiently alert and is now
working for the Commonwealth Edison Co.,
here in Chicago.
Hadley Kerr, '28, is giving Menjou a
run for his money in Hollywood.
"Had"
has already played several roles.
WUliam
Hagens, another '28, had
thoughts that, after passing aU those stiff
courses
in
the Commerce school, the
business world would be "duck-soup." He
is now trying to raise a fortune in Kansas
City, so he can retire to St. Louis.
J. C. Pratt, Jr.,
Associate Editor.

Syracuse University

rushing

season

a

spring, when Brother Kahn, our rushing
chairman, began reaching out by every
possible means to gain information on the
entering men. Throughout the stunmer he
labored, and when fall found the brothers
returning to college. Brother Kahn had
than two hundred prospects for them
work upon.
Although the scholastic standing of the
fratemities for the past year has not yet
been compUed, there is every indication
that Psi UpsUon at Syracuse has made a
over last year and in aU
vast
more

to

improvement

probabiUty should be well

PSI

�

smaUer active
we have had for several
years, prospects for the coming year seemed
But after a period of
none too bright.
unceasing work we have finally emerged
with one of the best freshmen delegations
the Pi has ever had.
Our good fortune was not due to chance;
there was a better reason. Scarcely had
the brothers departed from coUege last

handicapped
chapter than

OF

up in the

rating.

In
the

attempt to advance stiU higher,
chapter has unanimously agreed to
study hours at least four nights each week.
This arrangement, of course, is compulsory
for pledges.
Activities also are on the upward trend.
an

At the present time, more of the brothers
are engaged in extra-curicular affairs than
there have been in a long time. In the
senior delegation.
Brother Kahn is a
regular on the varsity lacrosse team, whUe
Mergott is starring on the Orange swim
ming team. Brother Schrader is manager
of the freshman cross-country squad, and
Olden is coach of freshmen soccer. Brother
Whittaker is taking part in the debate
seminair.
Among the juniors, Salter is assistant
manager of lacrosse and treasurer of the
student church; Brother Kennedy is as
sistant manager of track, and a member of
He is also on the
the football team.
student court and is President of Corpse
and Coffin, honorary junior society of which
Brothers Salter and Lamb are members.
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Brother Lamb is one of the regular mem
bers of the debate team.
In dramatics,
two of the juniors take an important part.
Brother Gould as treasurer of Boar's Head
Dramatic society, and Dunstone as assist

country; Brother Gathers is scrubbing for
of swimming, while Vinal is on
the varsity swimming squad.
Brother
Chapman is a member of the Sophomore
vigilance committee.

Among the pledges. Pledge Erhardt is
scrubbing for manager of soccer; Eaton
and Simmons are on the varsity soccer
team; Pledge Meck is a candidate for
business manager of the Orange Peel, the
university humorous publication; Decker
is out for the Daily Orange; WeUer is
playing regular position on the freshman

Weber is coxswain of the junior varsity
crew, and varsity cheer leader. He is also
president of Double Seven, honorary junior
society of which Brother Dunstone is a
member.
Brother Gould is president of
the Student Church and was vice-president
of the Y. M. C. A. untU it disbanded

recently.

football

captain of the water
polo team and is also president of the
junior class of the college of Forestry.

George

is

Onondagan.
In the sophomore delegation. Weeks is
on the cross country squad; Brother Clingan is scrubbing for manager of cross

�

John H. Wiggins,
Edward

Reifenstein,

Associate Editors.

Cornell

ITH the opening of the fall term,
the Chi has started the activities
of the chapter with the addition
of a fine delegation of entering men. All
the active brothers returned this semester
and in addition we have had the pleasure
of welcoming several newcomers. Among
these are Brother John Lawler, Chi '26,
Brother Robert E. ThornhiU, Xi '28,
Brother Edward W. Hard, Chi '28 and
Brother Damon Boynton, Gamma '30.
Our rushing season, though strenuous,
was one of the most successful we have
had in some time and the prospects for a
fine, active delegation are the brightest.
Among the pledges is Walter F. Deming
II, grand-nephew of Brother William Lloyd
Deming, Chi '77. Arthur M. VanDeWater,
grandson of the late Brother George Van
DeWater, Chi '77, is also a member of the

team.

At this writing, University elections for
class officers are about to take place. We
are running Brothers Weber for president
of the junior class. Chapman for treasurer
of the sophomore class, and Pledges Wight
for president and G. Reifenstein for cheer
leader of the freshman class. If the out
come
is as successful as last year, we
should manage to obtain at least three of
the four offices.

Brother Personius is on the lacrosse squad.
Brother Sawin is the only varsity man
eligible on the cross country squad, and
he is a member of Monx Head junior
society. Brother Reifenstein is associate
editor of the Daily Orange, the college
paper, and also Associate Editor of the

CHI
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manager

ant manager.

Brother
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University

Class of 1932. Francis D. Parker is the
son of Brother John M. Parker, Chi '97,
and the brother of Brother John M. Parker,
Chi '28.
Olaf A. Brauner is the brother
of Brother Erling A. Brauner, Chi '29.
Napier B. Caldwell is the brother of
Brother John B. Caldwell, Chi '31.
C.
MUton Anderson of the Class of 1931 is a
brother of Edward E. Anderson, Chi '17.
The Chi at present is weU represented
in activities in the University.
Brother
Carter in addition to being head of the
house has recently been elected President
of WUlard Straight Hall, the center of
University student activity. Brother Water
bury is playing left guard on the Varsity
FootbaU Team.
He is President of
Majura. Brother Kelley won his JuniorVarsity letter in Crew. Brother Hirshfeld
has been elected president of Aleph Sam-
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Brother
Junior honorary society.
Bliss has been elected Managing Editor of
the Widow, and has been elected to
Aleph Samach. Brother Paine has been
elected to the Board of Editors of the

ach,

Columns.

OF

PSI

'24 announced
son,

recently the

Edmund N. Bacon,
Associate Editor.

Todd, Chi

for the Beta Beta
with all but two of the brothers
back excepting, of course, the usual
number lost through graduation and with
the addition to the Chapter of Brother
John F. Walker, '29, who has returned
to college sifter an absence of two years.
Rushing has started well, with seven men
pledged one of them from the class of
1931, the others from the class of 1932.
Of the four brothers on the football

THE

opens

�

�

�

squad, three are holding regular positions :
W. W. Niles, '29, at guard; R. G. L.
Rogers, '30, at quarterback; and R. N.
Nye, also '30, at end. Brother Rogers, in
at the quarter posi
well in the first game of
the season. On the junior varsity team,
pledge UUman has been playing regularly
at quarter, and pledge Watt has been doing
well at halfback.
Scholastically, the Beta Beta came out
better last year than it has in some time.

spite of inexperience
tion, showed

up

ETA

DURING
was

summer, the halls

In the recent class elections, brother J.
B. Meeker was chosen Vice-President of
Brother Doublier,
of the class of 1931.
'30, and brothers Meeker and Wyckoff,
both '31, were elected to the staff of the

Tripod last spring.
The "Owl Club,"

as

originated by the

here with
should like
to thank the brothers of the Psi for the
suggestion and to recommend such a club
to the other chapters..
We are now making preparations for
the annual FaU Tea Dance held on the
afternoon of the Wesleyan game, on No
We cordially invite all
vember 3rd.
brothers living in the vicinity of Hartford
Psi several years ago, has
considerable success, and

to

met

we

attend.
Daniel B.

McCook,

Associate Editor.

Lehigh University

of

the

were

paint, new fumiture, and new rugs
the house has a strange appearance of
newness which is thought by some to be
in direct opposition to the customs of the
Eta. Recovering from the shock of this
discovery the returning brothers found
themselves caught in the hysterical pageant
called rushing season. We believe our new
delegation is the finest possible collection
new

College

and the first two weeks give every evidence
that this record will be maintained.

�

subjected to a complete
overhauling, which, strange to say
finished before rushing season. With
Eta

a

Brother and Mrs. Walter W. Hallett,
Chi '28 have announced the arrival of a
daughter. Miss Virginia.

BETA BETA�Trinity
year

arrival of

John OdeU, Junior.

Alumni Notes
Brother and Mrs. John OdeU
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Freshmen, and that they wiU become

power

on

a

the campus.

Brother Evers, true to his promise on
last year's freshman team is showing the
real stuff this year on Lehigh's rejuvenated
football team. He has also been elected
the Phi club, Sophomore honorary
to
society based on athletic abUity and scholar
ship, and to the Scimitar club, another
Sophomore honorary society, to which
brothers Clark, Latham and pledge Ques
Brother Caskey
ada were also elected.
is winning a position on the footbaU team
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and

Brother Maginniss is once more a
on the soccer team.
Brother For
stall was awarded Freshman honors in
Mathematics on Founders day.

regular

PSI
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to
Miss Martha Matthews of
Bethlehem.
They are now living in Eggertsville, N. Y.
Brothers Visscher '99 and Evans '01 have
been with us frequently this FaU.
summer

Alumni Notes
Brother Whaley, '28

was

Daniel P.

TAU

�

University of Pennsylvania

the dull

thump of the pig
skin, as it is being booted around
in the Franklin Stadium, we realize,

HEARING
with

or less animation, that the Fall
again under way. Speaking of

more

term

is

football reminds

that John Ball, '30,
is playing end on the first team.
Bob
Craft, '29, Eli Eichelberger, '29, and Ted
Larkin of last year's freshman squad, are
working with the scrubs.
WiUis MiUs, better known as "our Presi
dent" recently had the honor of being
elected to the Hexagon Society. Of course
us

all proud of him.
It is with a great deal of regret and
sympathy that we note the death of WiUiam
R. Qothier, Tau '17, who passed away on
the 28th of September. Brother Clothier
held numerous positions on the campus,
and received the Sphinx Senior Society
award.
Adair Russell, Iota, '30, has transferred
we

Johnson,

Associate Editor.

married this

are well under way under the expert super
vision of J. Townsend SeUers. He reports
that new and interesting features wiU be
presented with the customary T T T talent.

According to John Qements, who is
admirably officiating over the preparations
for

an Alumni dinner, great enthusisam is
being shown over the project. Jack states
that the banquet is in honor of those
graduated between the years 1900-1910,
and will be held on November 6th. Nearly
twenty-five have already sent in their

acceptances.

are

chapter. Daniel Johnson, Iota, '28,
and Stanley Jordan, Theta Theta are with
us whUe they are continuing their work in
the graduate school.
The plans for the annual T T T show
to our

MU

�

Robert Eichelberger, who was formerly
Field
Secretary of the Pennsylvania
Alumni Society, is now associated with
the advertising department in the Curtis
Publishing Co.
Francis I. Curtis, '28, who wrote the
scenario for last year's Mask and Wig
production, is pursuing his studies at the
Baker School of Dramatic Art of Yale.
R. Douglas Gregg,
Associate Editor.

University of

Mu inaugurated the fall quarter
in good spirits and with a reasonable
degree of confidence. Its scholastic
record for the year was very low, due in
a large measure, to several of the brothers
cancelling out of school and leaving the
chapter to bear the burden of their poor
grades. The chapter has a more encourag
ing aspect of solidarity this year, however,
and we wiU leave no stone unturned in a
concentrated effort to put the Mu on a

THE

Alumni Notes

Minnesota

scholastic
respectable
footing.
chapter house has been very
pleasingly renovated during the summer
months, owing to the splendid spirit shown
by the alumni, as well as by the active
more

The

brothers themselves.
The brothers are considerably interested
in the present foot ball season. Minnesota
has a very promising squad and prospects
for a championship are not considered
remote.
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During the spring quarter, the Mu

was

the inter-fraternity kittenball league and altho the team carried
off no honors, it played several good
games, giving promise of real entry in
The Loomis twins
next spring's contests.
composed the best battery in the league,
in this "humble scribe's" opinion.
Preparations for the rushing season,

represented

in

RHO

�

holds for

on

us

what the present

in

as

far

as

a

PSI

new

semester

class is

concerned. Brother Brazeau, rushing chair
man for 1928, seems somewhat optimistic
about our chances for molding a strong
class for 1932, and, if hard work on his
part is indicative of success, the Rho
The
should have little to worry about.
opening day for rushing activities has been
set for October 27th, so that we wiU be
able to give a full account of our fate
in the next issue of the Diamond.
Our scholastic standing for last semester
ranked us thirty-eighth (38) among the
sixty Wisconsin fratemities, four places
better than our standing last February.
Most of the Irotfaers were weU pleased
with our status, but after a vehement
harangue by the Hon. Brother Lungren on
scholastics, the chapter as a whole felt
rather dull mentally, and, judging from
the manner in which they are assuming
their studies thus far, it wUl greatly sur
prize all concerned if the Rho is not among
the first five places in the all-university
ranking for the present semester.
At present football seems to hold the
center of interest here at the chapter house.
There is considerable speculation on Wis
consin's chances at the Big Ten champion
ship after their very spectacular victory
Brother
over Notre Dame on October 6th.
Connor, veteran varsity guard for the past
two years, is again holding down a regular
birth on the team and has been giving a
Brother
very good account of himself.
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which does not start until January, are
now under way under the
guidance of
brother Strothman. It is the plan to have
all of the brothers at least meet and look
over
the prospective rashees sometime
during the quarter.

John P. Crowley, ii.
Associate Editor.

University of

ITH the deferred rushing system
in it's first year at Wisconsin, the
Rho is unable at present to give
any report

OF

Wisconsin

John MacNichol is senior

manager of foot
baU this fall and seems destined to cap
ture one of the much coveted major "W's".
In other branches of athletics the Rho is
also well represented.
Brother Furlong,
a pitcher, is daily working out with the
varsity basebaU squad, whUe Brother Mus
ser,

a

sophomore,

is

going along nicely

basket ball.
Brother Bedford, some
times referred to as the social leopard,
is handling the house teams in intra-mural
in

sports.
The evening of October 5th, found the
chapter house the scene of a very delight
ful informal party, the first of the year.
The occasion, I dare say, was one of the
most quiet, orderly affairs that it has been
our good fortune to hold in several years.
The brothers conducted themselves in the
most orderly manner, and, with the excep
of some very tricky new steps by
Brother La Budde on the dance floor, noth
ing out of the ordinary took place.
We are very pleased to have with us
this semester Brother Russ Mitchell, Omi
cron '28, who, after two summer sessions
at the Rho, decided to complete his degree
tion

at

Wisconsin.

Alumni Notes
Brother Wm. GiU '28 and wife have taken
apartment in Madison much to the
delight of those enjoying mid-night
lunches. Both Brother GiU and his wife
an

attending the university at present.
Brothers Lasche '27, and White '29,
visited the house over the week-end of
the Notre Dame game.
are
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Brothers MaxweU and Frederick Murphy
are engaged in the insurance business
in Green Bay at present, and would be
very glad to write any kind of a policy
at any time for anybody.

ex'30,

EPSILON

�

Y\

THILE

the

brothers

in

the

East

braving the perils of snow,
%^/
T T
sleet, and ice, and the generally
disagreeable climatic conditions found
east of the Mississippi, the EpsUon is en
joying the balmy days of "Sunny Cali
fornia."
With

our conservative policy during the
rushing period, the Epsilon pledged five of

the best men of the incoming class of '32.
Four more pledges will be entering in the
Spring semester. California is handicap
ped to some extent by the lack of definite
rules in fraternity rushing, i.e., men may
be pledged at any time during the year,
regardless of whether or not they are in
college at the time.
One of the most important events on the
chapter's calendar was the initiation held
on September 16, at which time, six of
the members of the class of '31 entered
the Bonds.

Clark Potter
Ernest Shirley
Howard Shibley

Berkeley, Calif.
Berkeley, Calif.
Santa Monica, Calif.
San Francisco, Calif.
Oakland, Calif.
Oakland, Calif.

The house is well represented in campus
We have men out for every
managerial position, and for the campus
publications. The Daily Califomian, and
The Pelican. As football is occupying the
foremost position at this time in the realm
of sports, we are proud to say that Brother
Charley Schmidt is upholding the reputa
tion of the house as first string fullback on
the varsity. Due to ability and hard work,
"Brick" Swift and "Bud" O'Rourke were
awarded Junior Appointments in Track
Clark Potter
and Tennis, respectively.
looks good for a position on the California
activities.

'^"
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Brother

Malcomb

Beardmore

'27

has

joined Brother Fred Stannard '26 in the

bonding business

in

Chicago.

Charles A. Winding,
Associate Editor.

University of California

are

Robert Horner
Paul Johnson
Harold Meyers

PSI

OF

golf team, as he has been consistantly
shooting in the low seventies. At the end
of last semester. Brothers O'Rourke, Rick
sen, and Swift were recognized for their
work on the campus, by election to Wing
ed Helmet, junior honor society. Brothers
Joannes, O'Sullivan, and Farrow were
elected to Beta Beta, senior honor society,
while in the recent elections of Skull
and Keys, Brothers Baker, Swift, and
Schmidt were chosen.
The Epsilon Mothers Club, a revival of
an
old organization, has already proved
itself a great asset to the chapter. Many
improvements have been made in the
furnishings of the house, while many
more are planned for and are weU under
way.

The brothers recently received a short
visit from the Brothers Breckenridge of
the Chi chapter, who stopped here on
their way around the world.
Brother O'Sullivan, '29 has taken a short
leave from school for a trip to the Orient.
>

Alumni Notes

Joseph Lippincott, '23 became famous
for his indoor baseball team at Man
hattan Beach last summer. The team was
composed largely of brothers braving the
perils of Southern California heat.
Henry Duque '27 has entered the Har
vard Law School.
Wm. Caldwell ex-'27 may be found at
March Field, Riverside, Calif., in the
Army Aviation School.

Rudolph Sohst
actively engaged in the

Gilbert Becker '26 and
'27 have become
hardware business

George Wigmore
the

father

unknown).

of

a

Los Gates, Calif.
'25 has recently become

at

bouncing

baby,

(sex
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John Winnett '28, who recently married
Louise MUler of Los Angeles, is training
to take over the position of his father as
manager of BuUocks in Los Angeles.
Ralph Myers ex-'27 was recently mar
ried, and is living at Salinas, Calif. The
Eastern brothers will remember "Cocky"
as the "Eppie" of the convention of 1926.

OMICRON

�

a

result

/\ campaign

a

certainty that he will figure

drive for

PSI
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in Illinois'

second consecutive conference
championship. Fred Blayney seemed des
tined to guide the business end of the team
from a managerial position but narrowly
missed the opportunity of looking after
the welfare of his classmate.
George Webster, captain-elect of the Big
Ten water polo champions and high point
winner for the swimming team in the
a

past season, is working out regularly get
ting his fins and big feet ready for the
year's competition. Bob Hoff secured his

65

David Brant '13 has also recently entered
the matrimonial bonds.
Alumni lunches are held every Thursday
at the Commerce Club in San Francisco.
Any out of town brothers wUl be more
than welcome.
E. H. Shibley,
Associate Editor.

University of

of an earnest rushing
headed by "Spike" WUson,
jr\. rushing chairman, the freshman class
quota of 16 men was pledged within a
very few days after the opening of organ
ized rushing on the campus.
There are no pledges among the upper
classes since initiation was held in the
chapter house after the close of the spring
semester.
At this time the five remaining
freshmen were admitted to the fratemity,
composing a class of 11 men �'/ho retumed
for their sophomore year this fall.
The
initiates were Charles Everett Beroth,
George Stanley Logan, and Frank Edward
Mueller Junior of Chicago; Richard Bar
ber Ainsworth of Mason City, and Hugh
Joseph Graham of Springfield.
With the opening of the fall term, Loren
Rowell resumed his duties as president of
Mask and
Bauble, campus theatrical
society, while Tim Ingwerseh again circled
around the political elite of the University.
Brother Hall was present in the starting
lineup at halfback when the Ulini eleven
took the field against Bradley in the open
ing game of the football season. It is

AS

OF

Ulinois

junior

news

Daily

Ulini,

editor's
campus

position

on

publication,

The
last

spring.
Brothers Graham and Ainsworth, mem
bers of the freshman honorary scholastic
fraternity of which the former is president,
are continuing their
drive for Phi Bete
keys although grinding away at their work
on the Illio.
Brother McKee is a sopho
more manager of baseball and seems a
likely candidate for a junior managers
job in the spring.
Many activities have been entered by the
pledges at this early stage of their careers
but more will be said after they have
proven their ability.
The annual dance given in honor of
the pledges was held in the chapter house
Saturday evening, October 13. Although
no
invitations were sent out, the huge
number of guests present bore evidence of
the popularity of the house parties in the
past, and this pledge dance lived up to
all advance hopes for another successful
party.
With Dads Day coming on the week end
of the Indiana game, October 20, plans
have been formed during the past month
or more for a real entertainment for the
Elaborate plans
patrons of the chapter.
are also being made for the Homecoming
of all alumni, with the Northwestern en
counter being the feature attraction on

October 27.
Perry Hack of the Theta Theta chapter,
and Brother Atkinson of the Gamma were
visitors during the past month.
Wilber j. McEdwards,
Associate Editor.
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Alumni Notes
D. G. Young '06 is now Supt. of Manual
Training Dept. of Berkeley (Cal.) Public
Schools. "Brig" was married last June to
Miss AUene Edoff of Piedmont, Cal.
H. V. Swart '06 is President of Harmon
Swart, Associates, Inc., advisors in
Bonding and Insurance, 80 WiUiam St.,
New York City. "Gov" is a good Omicron
Port of CaU in the Port of N. Y.
R. E. Taylor '07 is in the Grain and
Coal business at Hudson, 111. but stUl lives
at
406 W. Mulberry St., Normal, El.
"Red" has recently been appointed Chair
man of the McLean Co. Ulini Dad's As
sociation.
F. A. Pruitt '07 can be found at 421
Seventh Ave., Pittsburg, Pa. "Al" is Con

V.

OF

PSI
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City, where "Brem" deals in stocks and
bonds.
C. P. Fletcher '11 invites aU men visiting
Toronto to look him up at the American
Consulate.
Before this is printed the
writer of this column hopes to have ac
cepted Paul's invitation.
M. W. Kegley '11 has been in poor
health for several years but happily is
Max has been
"coming back" strong.
visiting in Chicago for several months but
will soon go to California. Mail care F.
T. Kegley will reach him.
0. M. Henn '12 is Manager, Michigan
Inspection Bureau, Cadillac Square Bldg.,
Detroit.
"Chick" heads a big organiza
tion maintained by the fire insurance
companies.
H. A. Acer '12 is

tracting Manager for Hughes-Foulkrod Co.,
a subsidiary of McClintic-MarshaU Co.

Wheedon,

H. F. Gonnerman '08 is to be found at
the Portland Cement Association, 33 W.

in that

Grand Ave., Chicago, where he is in charge
of the Association's research laboratory.
M. Ross Haynes '08, whose permanent
address is 1035 Southern Pacific Bldg.,
San Francisco, spends a good deal of his

cutive of the

time

at

440

Transportation Bldg., Wash

ington, D. C. in connection with Govern
valuation of railroads.
T. E. Young '09 can be reached %Baker
Construction Co., Western Bond & Mort
gage Bldg., Portland, Oregon, where Omi
cron men will find a warm welcome.
R. C. BardweU, '09 is Supt of Water
Supply of the C & O and H V R. R. 45
AUison Bldg., Richmond, Va. "Bob" has
attained great distinction in this line of
work.
E. H. Waggoner '10 is associated with
The Stefrenguide Corp., 2550 N. Cicero
Ave., Chicago. Since a good many of our
men
heard from him "Duffy" has taken
unto himself a better-half.
G. F. D. Zimmerman '10 lives at 207
E. Washington Blvd., Urbana, 111. "Zim"
has balanced up his signature with a string
of degree letters and is teaching in the
Commerce School this year.
L. H. Bremer '11 holds forth with N. A.
Merritt & Co., Graybar Bldg., New York
ment

fixture with Acer &

a

Medina, N. Y.
"Burdie's" hospitality justify

Reports of
a

caU when

vicinity.
0. Bock '13

Harry

turns up

Angeles, where

he lives

St.

is

"Obie"

so

as

an

exe

Goodyear Rubber Co., Los
no

at

537 N. Norton

longer

among

the

missing.
E. B. Shinn '13 who was also among
the "advertised for" Omicrons has been
located with the Associates Investment
Co., AutomobUe Financing, South Bend.
W. F. Fielder '14 can be found with the
California Transit Co., San Francisco,
where he operates "Pioneer Stages." BUI
lives at 172 N. Alvarado Road, Berkeley.
H.

H.

leasing

Egan '14
in

man

tary,

Jno.

Need

a

R.

is the leading Loop
Chicago, where he is Secre
MagiU Co., Real Estate.

store, loft

or office?
See Hal.
J. C. Lawless '14, modest as usual, gives

no title with
Shattock-McKay Co., 426
S. Clinton St., Chicago, but at any rate he
"forgets" to send any bills for Omicron

up

printing.
H. H. Walters '15 is "the works" of
Walters Lumber Co., West Helena, Ark.,
and, besides selling builders' supplies,
does general contracting. When you get
to

of

Memphis,
"Dutch,"

there.

you

who

are

will

in

hailing distance
gladly meet you
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Geo. P. Seneff '15 should be addressed

Capt. Field ArtiUery, U. S. A. WiUiamsport. Pa., where he is instructor of the Pa.
Geo. retumed only re
National Guard.
cently from duty in Panama.
B. J. Dolan '15, for years an executive in
the foreign department of Armour & Co.,
U. S. Yards, Chicago, has just been made
manager of their can goods department,
reports a wife and three children as his
greatest interest in life and golf as his only
vice.
A. W. Peterson '15 died over two years
ago but his passing did not come to the
attention of many as "Swat" had not kept
up his association.
Frank M. Hazen '16 died quite sud
denly some months ago but efforts to get
details for publication in this issue have

succeeded.
J. W. Shoemaer '16 is

not

now

associated

with Chase Securities Corp., 61 Broadway,
New York City. Prior to August 1st, Jim
had been at SteubenvUle, Ohio, in the
banking business.
E. S. MUler '16 holds forth at 317 N.
11th St., St. Louis, with the Real Estate
Management Co. "Jack" is one of our

sure-fire correspondents.
B. P. Babcock '17 is one of several of
with the U. S. Gypsum Co.
men
our
"Babe's" address is 100 Boylston St.,
Boston, Mass., where he is City Manager.
W. L. Doremus '17 has been hiding out
for several years but we finally
us
located "Louie" at Rochester, Vt. Perhaps
he wUl wiU get time during the Winter
to teU what he is doing.
Fred W. Patton '17 seUs securities for
California Company, 530 W. 6th St.,
on

the

Angeles. "Turk" finds time, however,
help locate Omicron men, etc.

Los
to

E. W. Anderson '18, 93 E. Frambes St.,
of a sort
Columbus, Ohio, is in charge
maintained
by Ohio
house
of clearing
want
State University for placing teachers
teachers.
needing
schools
and
ing positions
and
his Ph. D. at Columbia
Earl
got

University of Kansas.
noise"
Hardie '18 is "the big

later

taught

F
with

C.
the

at

Steel

Corporation

at

Indiana

PSI
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polis. The "Count" lives at the Indiana
polis Athletic Club and draws mention
as being a splendid host.
H. W. Lineen '18. % Sinclair Refining
Co., 173 Walton St., N. W., Atlanta, Ga.,
will reach "Heine," who welcomes a call
from any one happening down that way.
K. B. Cushman '19 recently sent a note
from France, where his address was %National City Bank of New York, Paris.
Whether "Ken" is located there perma
nently was not stated. His home address
is 55 Caryl Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.
A. H. Morton '19 as Director of Traffic
Production is in charge of exploitation
and development of the International and
Marine communications business of the
Radio Corp., of America at 66 Broad St.,
New York City.
R. R. Betz '20 is Treasurer of the Great
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., with offices at
5469 Hecla Ave., Detroit, while A. L. Genung '20 is Manager for the same concern
at 38 Front Ave., S. W., Grand Rapids,
Mich.

Jas. B. Edwards, '20 manager of the
Stock Dept of Howard G. Rath Co., 512
Pacific Mutual Bldg., Los Angeles, brought
Bert is
his wife back for Home-coming.
one of the "live ones" on the Coast.
S. A. WUson '20, now with Literary
Digest, Lake Michigan Bldg., Chicago, is
a new "proud father."
Yes, it's a boy.

HaU! Steve!
Harold J. Orr '20 is
an effort to regain
addressed % Y. M. C.
wiU reach him and Hal
write him.
ters
in

living

in Colorado

his health.

Mail

A., Denver, Colo.,
wUl appreciate let

�

Palmer G. Craig '21 gives his address
620 EUicott Sq., Buffalo, N. Y. % U.
S. Gypsum Co., but no other information.
John C. Depler '21 has recently moved
from New York to Galesburg, 111., where
he is in the insurance business with Lindas

strum

& Co.

R. W. Gothard '21 is Contract Salesman
for Kroehler Mfg. Co., 666 Lake Shore
Chicago. Duke also has a young

Drive,

Psi U

hopeful.
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C. A. Nance '21, as Vice President, Hyde
Park Investment Co., is an active factor
in Chicago real estate mortgage business.
Clem's name also appears as a bank di
rector in one or two

there.
Chas. R. Carney '22, %Taylor, Ewart &
Co., 31 Milk St., Boston, reaches this Omi
cron of pig-skin fame.
"Chuck" is man
ager of their Boston office.
Arthur W. Cooley '22 is in business for
himself at 400 N. Michigan Ave. Inland
is

the

of his firm.
Geo. E. Zearing '22 at Princeton, Dl.,
will cash your check if you caU at the
First National Bank, where he is assistant
cashier.
Carl Howe, Jr., '23 has been operating
a fox farm at Cheboygan, Mich., for several
years. R. F. D. 2 goes right by the farm.
Walter C. Wicker '23 has deserted the
bond business and is now in the contract
ing business at Highland, Ind.
Walter I. Tenney '23, after a number of
years on the stage in "My Maryland,"
"The Red Robe" and other productions
is now with Devine-Wallis Corp., 1543
First National Bank Bldg., Chicago.
name

Russell Scott '23 is in the sales depart
ment of R. R. Donnelley & Sons Co., 731
Plymouth Ct., Chicago and lives at the
Lakota Hotel, Chicago.

C. E. Blomgren, Jr., '24 is a prominent
and builder in Evanston and
Wilmette but mail still goes to 5400 Lakewood Ave., Chicago.
contractor

R. R. Hughes '24 is among the recent
benedicts reported. Early in October Russ
promised to obey Miss Lorraine Potts of
Dalton, IU. Now he'll have to keep on
working for Lord & Thomas & Logan, 400

Michigan Ave., Chicago.
Dwight A. Carlson '24 lives at the Y. M.C. A. San Antonio, Tex., where he is in
the employ of some utility company.
N.

Paul W. Yarrow '24 may be found at
St., Chicago, in the stock

112 W. Adams

PSI
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of

department

Geo.

M.

Forman

&

Co.,

Investment Securities.
John E. Howe '25 took himself a wife
last summer. Fox & Godding, Commission
68 S. Water Market, Chicago,
find work for him to do.
George Huckins '25 is Ass't Treasurer
of the American Range Co., Shakopee,
Minn. just a short way from the Twin
Cities. Geo is another new papa Melinda
Jane is her name.

Merchants,

places.

F, Harley Aitken '22 gets his mail at
323 McKinley Ave., Sand Springs, Okla.
Harley is with the Kerr Glass Mfg. Corp.,

Newspaper Representatives, Inc.,

OF

�

�

Robt. C. Tower '25, who helps keep the
Chicago Tribune classified ad columns
full, got Oct. 20th off but didn't go to
foot-ball game got
Details in our next.
a

�

married

instead.

A. W. Bosworth '26 lives at 6129 S.
Green St., Chicago.
Al passed the last
Illinois Bar Examination and is now as
sociated with Deneen, Healy & Lee, 120
S. LaSaUe St., Chicago.
E. F. Wells '25 can be reached %Ashland (Ky.) Refining Co.
"Ev" doesn't
answer letters but his Dad does.
Fred W. Tower '26, according to a re
port just received, is to be married early
in November probably honeymooning as
The Chicago Daily News,
you read this.
where he works, probably will carry the
details.
�

Harvey V. Donaldson '26 is a partner
Laboratories, 25 Wash
ington St., Chicago. Now you know where
in Reese Porcelain

all the false teeth

come

from.

Robt. K. Belt '27 is associated with his
father, W. 0. Belt, Patent Attorney, 140
S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Bob also got
into double harness during the summer.

Geo. 0. Hoffman '27, one of Omicron's
"I" men, has formed a new company, Hoffman-Pederson

Tanning Co.,

2817 N.

Oakley

Ave., Chicago.
Chester D. Speakman '27, % Chicago
Medical Book Co., 435 S. Honore St.
"Chick" was prosperous enough to take a
vacation in Europe last summer.
F. F. Webster '27 is assistant to the
Treasurer of the Public Service Co., of
Northern lUinois. "Bud" spends his even
ings in a law school.
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Stephen H. Ambrose '28 is continuing
his medical course in Chicago. Steve lives
at 626 S. Ashland Blvd.
Thomas W. Pape '28, who has been with
the Continental Bank, has joined the forces
of John R. MagUl Co., real estate, 35 N.
Dearborn St., Chicago.
John R. Parker '28 is the "son" of
Lynn R. Parker & Son, 507 Pulaski St.,
Lincoln, 111. Johnny never lets a policy
lapse.
David L. Swank '28 has given University
circles the air and the golf team wiU
have to get along without his tutelage.
Dave is now "putting" it across for Wm.
H. Britigan, real estate, 38 S. Dearborn

St., Chicago.
Cadet James B. Templeton '28, Air
Corps, U. S. Army, March Field, River
side, Cal., is now the correct title and

address.
Bar John Suster '29 is directing the
destiny of Newcomb-Macklin & Co. 2 W.
Kinzie St., Chicago. Perhaps its no longer
some time
news but Bar took the vows
ago.

OF
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Fred A. Nichols '29, a running mate
of Bob Tower on the Chicago Tribune,
took the fatal step last spring.
Richard C. Swank '29, another of the
W. G. N. staff. Display Adv. Dept., also
walked the plank during the summer.
Lyman Baker '29 made it unanimous by
getting married last September. He has
been too busy to send in his new address.
Mark B. Orde '30 has just returned
after several months in Europe. Apparently
he took in everything, including the
Olypmic Games. Mark came home an
aviation enthusiast and is now located
in New
York with Popular Aviation

Magazine.
In each issue of the Diamond there wiU
be news of several men of each class.
That means items about 8 or 10 men you
know. Send in news of yourself and others.
If you are not a "Diamond" Life Sub
scriber, you ought to be. The Diamond
merits your support, but, for your own
pleasure, send in your check using the
blank printed elsewhere in this issue.
E. L. Murphy.

DELTA DELTA��Williams
A GAIN the brothers have retumed with

/\
-ZTjl

tales of summer vacations to begin
another coUege year. The house and
grounds which were in fair shape when
we left last spring have been greatly im
proved in appearance. Brother ComeU
took
spent part of his summer here and
He
in
the
interest
planted
place.
especial
drive in front,
a new hedge along the
extended the lawn, and started a very
The brothers are
handsome flower bed.

much pleased with the improvements.
Many members of the chapter are al

very

ready connected with college activities.
Brother Chase is filling a regular berth in
the backfield of the football team. Brother
F. Hood is doing very well at end, whUe
Brother Whittlesey is trying for a position
at tackle where he has never played before.
Brothers Ballou and Smith are also spend
ing their afternoons at football practice.
Brothers Heermance, Shaw, and Garth are
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playing soccer. The Purple Key Society
has just elected Brother Goodwin, who at
present is iU with pneumonia in the Col
lege Infirmary. Brother Goodwin is the
second member of the present Junior
delegation to receive this honor. Last
spring Brother Ross was elected. Brother
Chase has been elected vice-president of
the Senior Class. The assistant manager
ship of basketball for the coming year is
held by Brother Whittlesey, and the as
sistant circulation manager of the Williams
Record is Brother Ferry. Brother Prescott
is a member of the Graphic Board.
Rushing season began early this year
and was a very trying week. As usual no
did much studying, and everybody
one
Under the
became tired and irritable.
leadership of Brother Greer we came out
quite successfully and pledged a fine
delegation of sixteen men from the Fresh
man class on October 5th.
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Alumni Notes

Cog Gibbons '27,

now

at

the Harvard

Law School, paid us a visit about the first
of October. He very highly distinguished
himself there by making the Law Review
during his first year.

THETA THETA�

THE

�

view.

In athletics the Theta Theta shined this
and by having eleven lettermen in
the House, are entitled to the Big Stick
the closest competitor being one with seven
lettermen.
Three of these Psi U letter
were
men
members of the varsity crew

year,

�

Poughkeepsie.

Though

Washington

took third there, it might be noted that
even the Husky crew went the course at
a record breaking clip, and that had Wash
ington been first without going any faster
the course time would have been lowered
by several seconds. These crew men were
Shorty Orr (cox), Jack, and Stan Valen
tine. Jack Valentine, a transfer from the
Epsilon, has distinguished himself by row
ing a year on the California crew as well
as

a

year at

Washington.
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Bill Putney '28, now at Harvard Law
School, also paid us a visit recently,

Ralph WaUace '26, who has been work
ing in Wall Street since graduation drop
ped in on us Columbus Day to spend the
week-end.

University of Washington

Theta Theta ended its school
year with a high degree of success
in some fields and a disappointment
in another.
The disappointment which
might best be dealt with first, was the loss
of party privileges through the failure
to properly register a dance the last night
of school Winter Quarter. Although the
Chapter realizes that it accidentally over
stepped certain regulations, it feels that
the punishment meted out is not only too
severe, but is handed down from a com
mittee unfitted for such work, a so-called
student affairs committee, which is com
posed of eight students and nine faculty
members.
The stinging part of the ar
rangement is that not more than one of
these students on the committee is at aU
apt to be of the type who understand or
are interested in college fratemities, and
so may not be expected to be at all in
sympathy with the fraternities' point of

at

OF

Four of the six track lettermen went
Missoula.
BiU Shelly, Tom Humes,
Graham Smith, and PaiU Wolfe.
The
former two of these won in their events
the right to go to Chicago, where they
finished up the season. It might be well
to note that Brother Shelly was recently
elected captain of next year's track team
and also captain of the Spiked Shoe Club,
Brother Art
the trackmen's honorary.
Gourlay was elected treasurer of this
to

organization.
The House

rather credit
At
present it looks as though four would not
be back with us on account of more than
one-third of their hours being D, unless
their petitions are granted. Some of the
grades were rather high, and we hope to
have our comparative standing raised a
few places.

grades

were

able, especially for Spring Quarter.

One of the interesting improvements is
the painting of the House on the outside.
The color is somewhat lighter and more
of a buff yellow. We also put a substantial
handle on the heavy front door, which
improvement is expected to end the broken
door knob troubles for good.
On the sixteenth of June several brothers
journeyed to Portland to see Brother Ed
Mott (of the Mu) marry Miss Gertrude
Brother Byron Lane was best
Ireland.
Ed is now selling bonds in Olympia,
and from all reports seems to be doing
first rate.
Brother Jim Fraser just retumed from
his fishing cruise to Siberia. His reports
From
are most interesting and amusing.
occasional letters received, we believe
Brothers BiU Reed, Stan Allen, and Perry
Hack are enjoying their European tour
man.

THE

immensely.
Games

at

The boys
Amsterdam,

DIAMOND

saw

the

and

were

Olympic
mighty

proud when two of our University of Wash
ington boys took second places. Brother
Frank Bourns is going to Europe via Japan,
China, and Siberia, and as far as we
know, plans to stay in Paris a year or
Two of our brothers are out at sea
for the summer, they being Brothers Jake
Smith and Bill McPherson.
If their plans mature, two of our
brothers are going East this fall. Brother
Stan Jordan intends to study dentistry at
the
University of Pennsylvania, and
Brother John Wolfe plans to enter the
law school at Georgetown.
Thomas R. Ingham,
so.

Associate

Editor,.

PSI

OF
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Herb G. Angle, Theta Theta '22, stopped
hello. He is now living in Shelton
"on the Sound."
to say

Donald B. Dodds, Omega '28, passed

through
is

now

on his way to Everett, where he
working for Weyerhauser Timber

Co.
Milton S. Emrich, Zeta '30, rested up
the House a while after hiking across
the Continent with a chum.
at

John Parrott, Zeta '30, spent part of his
here. He hails from Pasadena.

summer out

Morgan Upton, an old alumnus of this
chapter, Theta Theta '18, paid us a short
visit. He has been busy in the Research
Dept., at Yale, but will take up his duties
this fall as instructor in biology at Har
vard.

Alumni Notes

John I. MacNichol, Rho '29, who lives
is in Seattle this

of the older brothers have drifted
in to say heUo this summer. Brother BUI
Walker, Theta Theta '24 drove through
with Brother Sherman R. Thayer, Gamma
'26, from Portsmouth, New Hampshire.
BUI is now with the Equitable Trust

in

Company of New York.
OUie Haskell, Theta Theta '24, drops in
occasionally. We expect to see more of
OUie now since he has recently settled
down to live in Seattle, being in the credit
department of the Peoples Bank and Trust

instructor

this past year, wUl be teaching at Columbia
this faU.
Brother Merve McGinnis, Theta Theta
'20, is now manager of E. H. Rollins and
Sons, a position of considerable respon

Co.

sibility.

Many

NU

�

season

Scace pledges of the previous term.
These men are all active in and around
the University.
Pledge MacmiUan (a
brother of Brother MacmUlan of the Psi)
plays on the Senior 0. R. F. U. rugby
team along with Alec. Carrick and Brother
Johnston.
Pledge Kerr is a first string
man with the Juniors, scrimmaging each

night with Brothers Burgess
of Varsity Intermediates.

and

McHugh

visiting his

aunt.

George Dill and Rusty Callow, both
Theta Theta '16, were out here this sum
mer and visited the Chapter.
Brother Herb Phillips, who has been

University of

Nu after a very successful rush
wishes to announce the
ing
pledging of the 1932 delegation.
In addition we wUl initiate J. A. D.
Marquis, H. P. Popplewell, and R. H.

THE

Oshkosh, Wisconsin,

summer

in

philosophy

at

Washington

Toronto

Brother Doherty is upholding the tennis
traditions of the Nu as IntercoUegiate
representative from Osgoode Hall at the
tennis tournament in Kingston.

Brother

Sihler, Brother Alec. Carrick
Taylor have been especiaUy

and Pledge

prominent in golfing activities this faU.
Gord. Taylor was a member of the Cana
dian team in the Leslie Cup matches in
New York.
dance held after the
successful that
so
plans are being made for another following
the encounter with Queens it is to be

Our annual
McGill game

tea

proved

�
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around the fraternal board.

Graduation has robbed us of some very
valuable men, men the chapter wUl miss

/\

is

written

we

are

swinging

the home stretch in our two
race for pledges.
If the names
of the successful men appear in this issue
we shall doff our hats to that new-fangled
contraption they call the telegraph.
This year, to put a finishing touch on
into

J. A-weeks'

and to give our prospects
idea of Psi U as we could,
we held a dinner foUowed by a smoker
in a local hotel. Staging the affair in the
Chapter House was out of the question,
as we had as many alumni as could be
notified besides active brothers.
In con
nection with this dinner, the success of
which far exceeded our expectations, the
"baby chapter" owes its gratitude to Psi
U as a whole and to several brothers in
particular for their assistance in its first
rushing season. Brother Stevens of the
Executive Council made a special trip to
Montreal to give an inspirational address
on the traditions of Psi U. All the chapters
who had heard of our banquet sent tele
grams of felicitation and greeting. Alumni
and actives from other chapters who were
in town dropped in to give what they
could. We offer our sincere thanks.
During the summer months we were
visited by brothers from twenty of the
our

as

rushing,

good

an

est

brothers

new

the

at

Initiation

Banquet

Tuesday, October 23.

EPSILON FEI�McGill
this

"Le roi

mort, vive le roi" is our cry, however, and
following the initiation we welcome our

to our

A S

UPSILON

University

twenty-six other chapters. Though some
of them just had time to drop in and
say "hello" most of them

shared our roof
three days. We, being young
in Psi U and still in the stage of asking
questions about this and that, gained a
great deal of needed information about
practices and customs in other chapters.
for

two or

Since the last issue of the Diamond there
has been a serious epidemic of marriage
The names
among our younger alumni.
Df the brothers who succumbed are: Errol Amaron, past-president of the Stu
dents' CouncU, Jeff Heney, BiU James,
Phil Gross and Lyman Williams.

The

brothers

all busy in
Jerry Halpenny

are

campus activities.

various
is

play

Brothers Brown and
Cameron are on the track team.
Others
look down from the Council, the Scarlet
Key Society, the McGill Daily, etc.

ing senior rugby;

Eugene Vinet '11 who is with the En
gineering Dept. of the Middle West Utilities
Co., Chicago has been on an extended leave
of absence and traveling in Europe. On

August 23rd he

was

reported

to

be

in

Vienna.
R. A.

Montgomery,
Associate Editor.

CHAPTER ROLL OF PSI UPSILON
THETA-Union College

College Campus, Schenectady, N. Y.
115 if est 183d St., New York
City
r^ew Haven, Conn.
4 Manning St., Providence, R. I.

delta-New York University
^ "'"''^"'"^
f
SIGMA-Brown Universtty
GAMMA-Amherst College

c5.^7

Amherst, Mass.
Hanover N. H.
627 West 115th St., New York City

ZETA�Dartmouth College

LAMBDA�Columbia University
KAPPA�Bowdoin College

250 Main

St., Brunswick, Maine
College St., Clinton, N. Y.
College Sts., Middletown, Conn.

PSI� Hamilton College
XI�Wesleyan University
ALPHA

�

High and

(Harvard University) Inactive

UPSILON� University of Rochester
IOTA�Kenyon College
PHI�University of Michigan
OMEGA� University

41 Prince

PI�Syracuse University
CHI� Cornell University

BETA BETA�Trinity College
ETA� Lehigh University
TAU
MU

�

�

RHO

University

University

�

University

EPSILON

�

OMICRON

Pennsylvania

of

Minnesota

of

of

University

DELTA DELTA

1721

Wisconsin

University

�

of
of

California
Illinois

Williams College

�

THETA THETA�University
NU

�

Univeusity

of

of

Gambier, Ohio
St., Ann Arbor, Mich..
5639 University Ave., Chicago, III.
m College Place, Syracuse, N. Y.
1 Central Ave., Ithaca, N. Y.
81 Vernon St., Hartford, Conn.
South Bethlehem, Pa.
300 So. 36th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
University Ave., S. E., Minneapolis, Minn.
222 Lake Lawn Place, Madison, Wis.
1815 Highland Place, Berkeley, Calif.
313 Armory Ave., Champaign, III.
Williamstown, Mass.
WOO Hill

Chicago

of

St., Rochester, N. Y.

1818 E. 47th

Washington

EPSILON PHI�McGill University

THE EXECUTIVE

COUNCIL

President, Earl D. Babst

Iota-Phi '93

117 Wall

St., New York

Vice President, Charles P. Spooner
14 Wall St., New York

Secretary, E.

St., Seattle, Wash.

George St., Toronto, Canada
3429 Peel St., Montreal, Canada

65 St.

Toronto

H. Naylor
44 Vernon

Rho '94

Zeta '09

St., Springfield, Ma^^.
Iota '03

Treasurer, Walter T. Collins
15 Broad

St., New York
A. Avery Hallock, Xi '16
Room 908, 110 E. 42 Street
New York

R. BouRKB Corcoran Omega '15
30 N. Dearborn St., Chicago

Archibald Douglas Lambda '94
233 Broadway, New York

^^^^^^^ g j^^^
^g p.^^j^ ^^^_^

Dr. George Henry Fox, Upsilon '67
10 E. 58th St., New York

q

^J^ y^;^

Edward L. Stevens, Chi '99
Delhi, N. Y.
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CHAPTER ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS

Theta

.

.

Delta

James Abbott, '83

....

Successor
dent has

Gamma

.

.

.

.

.

.

Kappa

to

not

.....

Eugene F. Clark, '01
.

.

.

.

.

.

No report received
Henry L.

Crittenden, '12

Iota

Ralph C. Ringwalt, '94

Phi

Herbert S. Reynolds, '04
....

William Scott

Lucius S. Johnson, '99

Chi

Charles H. Blair, '98

Beta Beta

.

.

Frank E.

.E. H.

Eta

Johnson,

'84

Dr. A. D. Whiting, '88

Mo

Hubert Kennedy

Rho

John S. Main, '98

Epsilon
Omicron

.

.

.

.

.

"The Sentinel," Rome, N. Y.

.

Lincoln-Alliance Bldg., Rochester, N. Y.

.

Mount Vernon, Ohio.
.

National

Peoples

.

Bank, Jackson, Mich.

25 N. Dearborn
....

2Ji W. Water
100

.

c/o Hart

.

Murphy,

St., Chicago, IlL

St., Syracuse, N. Y.

Breadway, New York, N.

Woodstock, Vt.
1523

Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa.

.

.

.

703

Tribune

Theta Theta

.Fulton Y. Magill

42

Lorne M. Firth

St., Madison, Wis.

Tower,

Chicago.

Shadyside Ave., Summit, N. J.

Pacific Tel.

....

Minn.

Syndicate Bldg., Oakland, Calif.

'07

.Stephen G. Kent, '11

Y.

Hagerman Co., Capital Ave.,
Hartford, Conn.

&

610 State

Delta Delta

Nu

Brunswick, Maine.

McKnight Bldg., Minneapolis,

.Walter M. Gabriel, '07
.E. L.

80 Federal St.,

Williams, Jr., '75

Tau

N. Y.

New York, N. Y.

Bond, '97

Pi

York,

Bldg.,

Woolworth

....

.

.

New

Administration Bldg., Hanover, N. H.

.Phillip D. Meserve, '11

Xi

Omega

.

.

Albert R. Kessinger, '88

St., Providence, R. 1.

Broadway

1

.Archibald Douglas, '94

....

Ave., New York, N. Y.

14 John

...

Psi

Upsilon

St., Schenectady.

the late Presi
been named

William C. Atwater, '84

.

Union

353 Fourth

.

.Theodore F. Green, '87

Zeta
Lambda

613

G. Marcellus Clowe

.

.

Beta

Sigma

Address

President

Chapter

&

Tel.

Co., Dexter Horton
Bldg., Seattle, Wash.

Means, Carr & Firth. 60 Victoria St..
Toronto.

Epsilon Phi

.

.Daniel P.

Gillmor, K. C.

.
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.

120 St. James St.,

Montreal, Canada.

ALUMNI
City

CLUB DIRECTORY

Secretary

Boston�

W. R.

Buffalo

Palmer Craig, U S.

Scudder,

437 Mass. Trust

Bldg., Phone

Lunch, Fridays, Boston
�

Lunch,
Chicago�

T. P.

Third

Mehlhop,

Gypsum

Main 6888

Tavern

Co.

Fridays, Hotel

Lafayette

30 N. Dearborn St.

State 8888

Lunch, Wednesdays, Hotel LaSalle
Denver

Joseph C. Houston, Jr., 827 Marion St.

�

Lunch, Tuesdays, 12:30,
Elmira, N. Y.

Wallace

�

Coykendall, Robinson Bldg., Elmira, N.

Glen Falls�

R. P. Jones, Glenn Falls, N. Y.

Memphis

W. Thornton

�

Milwaukee

Eliot G.

�

Minneapolis

Lunch,

12:15

New York

Robert A.

�

Portland, Ore.

Clarence

�

Insurance Co.,
Central Bank Bldg., Phone Main 1351

Hartzell,

m.. Every

Charles A.

�

PhUadelphia

p.

Wednesday, Log Cabin Room

Lockard, Jr.,

Donaldson's

of

45 Nassau St., New York

Eichelberger, 3440 Walnut St., PhUadelphia, Pa.
Shivers,

c o

Shell Oil Co.
806 Oregon Bldc.

Myron H. S. Affleck, 71 WUlard Ave.

Providence

Luncheon 1st

3rd

and

H. Dean

�

Wednesdays, Turks Head Club,

Quinby,

1111 Lincoln Alliance Bk.

Bldg.,

1

p.

m.

Phone Stone 4100

Charles H. Walker, 208 Marion St.

Seattle

�

Weekly, Fridays, Blanc's Cafe,

Luncheon

Springfield,

Mass.

Bronson S.

�

Lunch 12:15 Second

Marion St.

and

and

Barrows, 1008 Chemical Bldg., Phone Main 3306

Fourth

Edward Kopper,

�

4th Ave.

Malcolm C. Sherwood, Massasoit Bldg., 244 Main St.,
Phone Walnut 51

�

St. Louis

St. Paul

Bank

3615 E. 45th St., Drexel 4444

Lunch, Tuesdays, Commercial Club,
�

Rochester

Y.

Buckner, A^. Y. Life

Fitch, National Exchange

Robert B.

�

Fishers

at

Wednesdays, St.

Paul

Hotel, Windsor Room

Jr., H. C. McNair Co.,

334 Endicott

Bldg.

W. Niver Wynkoop, 503 James St.

Syracuse
Toronto, Ont.

Lloyd M.

�

Price, Canadian General Electric Co.

Dinner, First Mondays, Chapter House, 65 St. George St.
F. G. T. Lucas, 10th Floor, Standard Bank

Vancouver,
B.

C,

Canada

Bldg.,
Phone

�

75

Seymour

4133

